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Students
local swimming hole
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Report raises
questions about
response time
Va. Tech president responds,
defends university's actions
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Illegal parking, trespassing, underage drinking and littering ore all reasons lor heightened poke pttsewe at Hue Hole in coming weeks.

Police tighten security at Blue Hole after receiving complaints from residents
BY ASHLEY HOPKIMS
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Underage students drinking at Blue
Hole may find themselves in hot
water.
Police are tightening security at
Blue Hole, located in Rawley Springs,
Va.. for the few weeks in an effort to
reduce illegal activity and improve safety in the area,
reported the Daily News-Record. The change occurred
after police received complaints from residents.
"We've had complaints about the parking and some
of the neighbors have complained about the noise," Sgt.
Andy Muncy said.
The main complaints included illegal parking. trrspassing, underage drinking and littering at and HU
the swimming hole. After checking out Blue Hole,
Kockingham County officials decided to increase patrols
throughout the area, according to the DN-R.
"We plan on doing it for at least a month or two and
then well re-evaluate it," Muncy said.

JMU named top
masterVlevel school
U.S. News & World Report ranks
university highest in Southern region
BY SHAYNA STRANG
*Hff»ri«if

For the fourteenth year in a row, James Madison
University has been named US. News & World Report's top
master's-level public university in the South.
"It is a real credit to the faculty and staff of the university."
President Linwood Rose said. "We have routinely delivered
excellence while being funded significantly below many of the
institutions to which we are routinely compared."
Each year, private and public schools across the United
States are separated by their level of program. These separations include national and master's universities, business and
engineering programs, liberal arts colleges, and baccalaureate colleges. The different levels are further divided into four
geographic areas, North, South, East, and West, before being
ranked according to numerous categories. For the 2008
America's Best Colleges Guide, almost 30 public mastn \
level universities were ranked in the Southern region, with
JMU coming out on top.
"Anytime a national magazine works on something like
this, it is a privilege to be included." JMU Spokesman Don
Egle said.
In total, 574 universities were ranked this year, including
the University of Mary Washington, Longwood University,
Mary Baldwin College and Radford University. Each school's
rank is based on an overall score that includes many categories, ranging from the average graduation rate to the

.IMU students have mixed feelings on QK matte*
Sophomore Shea Kelly thinks there are some benefits
to tightened security.
"I think it's a good thing if they're doing it to clean up
the trash," he said.
Sophomore Sam Amateis disagreed and said that
people come out to Rawley to relax without restrictions.
"I don't think it's a good idea because not as many
people will come," she said.
Senior l>errick Scott, who visits Blue Hole two to
three limes a week when it's warm, however, said that he
will continue coming to the swimming spot, despite the
increased restrictions. He added that he hasn't noticed
too many changes in security, expect for "the cop that
was here when [he] got here," telling visitors to move
their cars into a designated an i Even this small change
had its downfalls.
"It makes Blue Hole less accessible," he said.
Amateis has also noticed the increased restrictions
on parking and said that Saturday was the first day she
had ever seen a cop come down to the hole.
As of now, residents living in the area do not want it
closed.

A report recently released by (Jov. Timothy
M. Kaine offers insight and some criticisms about
the security response time and past mental health
treatment of shooter Seung-Hui Cho in the Virginia
Tech tragedy.
After the shootings, Kaine appointed an eight-person panel to study the incident, with special attention
to the response time between shootings. Kaine s panel
found that the delayed response between the early
morning shootings at West Ambler Johnston Hall and
the later and more deadly shootings at Norris Hall
was a factor in the death toll, according to MSNBC.
The report stated that more lives could have been
saved if the administration had warned students, faculty and staff of Virginia Tech immediately after the
first shooting.
The report has raised questions among many
students about the necessity and timing of the reports,
the contents of which have been hotly debated.
"1 think we should let the situation lie," JMU
senior Patricia Ross said. "You can look back on what
we could have done better, but I think it's pointless to
examine it at this point in time."
The report also delved into past recommendations
for mental health screenings for the shooter that were
ignored. Cho was previously red-flagged for his behavior and schoolwork throughout his tenure H a student
in Fairfax County Public Schools and at Virginia
Tech. Although the report choee not to assign blame
to these institutions, it said that Cho should have
received better treatment for his illnesses, according
to The Washington Post. The issue is complicated
further by privacy laws, which often hindered access
to his records, leaving a lack of a paper trail about his
problems.
This issue remains divisive for many, although
Virginia Tech officials and others maintain that the
immense tragedy was unpredictable, even after the
first shootings.
"It was really hard to know what was going on at
that time," Ross said. "He was really elusive; I don't
blame the police for thinking it was an isolated incident."
The governor's report was challenged by Virginia
Tech President Charles Steger. who continued to
adamantly defend the security response time of the
see VT, PHI 3

Death reported at Rockingham Hall
66

Ryan's death reminds us of the
fragility of human life and should
encourage us all to reach out to
support and nurture our friends
and colleagues.
- UNW00D ROSE
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Feldman wos a uphomore and resident of Rodcingrwm Hall, locotid on Port Republic Rood

Ryan Feldman of Richmond, 19, a
sophomore at JMU, died on Thursday
afternoon as a result of a self-inflicted
wound. The university received confirmation of the cause of death from the
medical examiner in Roanoke late Friday
afternoon.
"We are all deeply saddened by the loss
of one of our own." said JMU President
Linwood H. Rose. "Ryan's death reminds
usof the fragility of human life and should
encourage us all to reach out to support
and nurture our friends and colleagues.

The entire JMU community sends its
deepest sympathies to Ryan's family."
According to Rockingham Hall Director
Jess Horton. she has received offers of
help from other hall directors, members
of Residence Life staff, the Counseling
and Student Development Center. JMU
Police, friends and students.
"Ryan's death will continue to affect
many people for a long time, some more
than others and to varying degrees," she
said. 'It does not really matter when, or
how. or why he died. At the end of the

day, the fact of the matter is that he is no
longer with us."
University Spokesman Don Kgle said
that there are no further updates.
JMU is offering counseling MTvio*
es to anyone who has been affected by
this unfortunate loss of life. Please contact the JMU Counseling and Student
Development Center, located in Varner
House, for support and counseling.
-from staff reports
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CLASSIFIEDS
• How to place a classified: Go to www.lhebreeze.org and click on the
classified link or come into the office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m.
• Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words;
boxed classified. $10 per column inch.
• Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesdav for Thursday
issue.
• Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.

POLICE LOG

Underage possession

BY KELLY CONNIFF/copy edHor

A non-student was charged with underage pos-

larceny

session of alcohol at Ashby Crossing August 25
at 1:58 a.m.

A JMU student reported the theft of a silver $200.00 Mongoose bicycle that was left

A JMU student was charged with underage

unsecured at a bike rack between 6:00 p.m.

possession of alcohol at the intersection of Port

August 26 and 7:30 a.m. August 27

Republic Road and I-81 August 25 at 2:13 a.m.

A JMU student reported the theft of a

A non-student was charged with underage pos-

$150.00 cell phone left unattended on a

session of alcohol on Devon Lane August 25 at
12:40 a.m.
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table at PC Dukes August 26 between 1:30
p.m. and 2:30 p.m.

A non-student was charged with underage posA JMU student reported the theft of a JMU
parking decal from vehicle in E-Lot August

session of alcohol on Devon Lane August 25 at
11:00 p.m.

28 between 9:00 a.m. and 8:30 p.m.
A JMU student was charged with underage

M't llllV,
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possession of alcohol on Devon Lane August 25
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Drunk in public and underage possession

Ryan W'aldron
Bryaii Pope
Kmilv Sasek

A JMU student was charged with drunk in
public and underage possession of alcohol at

Drunk in public

R-i Lot August 23 at 4:00 a.m.
A non-student was charged with drunk in pub-
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JMU is sponsoring Student Organization Night at the Convocation
Center from 5-8 p.m. on Sept. 4. Representatives from 300 campus
organizations will be there to offer information.
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An Easy 6 block walk from campus!
Now Registering c lasses begin Sept. loth

115 S. Main St.

the Godwin Hall bus stop August 25 at 10:52
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Musical Stag*
Adv.Musit .ii Stage H
Adv.Mu-..' .ii Stage HI

A JMU student was charged drunk in public at

p.m.
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Hip Hop/Jazz
.-.rA.fi.lt Hip Hop 1.1
Ini 1 en 'Aduli Hip I
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the Godwin Hall bus stop August 25 at 10:42
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en A<iuii rap
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lic on West Grace Street on August 25 at 3:11

public and underage possession of alchol at

Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 22: 9

Adv BaMvi & Pofnft
Modern Dane*

A JMU student was charged with drunk in
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Around Campus
Student Organization
Night to be held tonight
Student
Organization
Nighl will be held tonight
from 5 to 8 p.m. in the
Convocation Center.
More than 300 student organizations
on campus will be
represented for students looking for more
information on becoming involved.
There will be live
entertainment from performance groups on campus and free food.

'I want to ride my bicycle'
6
BY KAIEIGH MAHER
ww* ••tot

ver a five-year nil
od, approximately 5
to 8 million people in
the United States will
experience at least
one night of homelessness, accord
ing to the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services. This summer
sophomore Anne Dreyfuss expn
70 while riding her bike cross country
to raise money for affordable housing
causes.
"I got to experience not having a home
for two months, living with everything 1 had in
one little bag," she said. There are people in the
country vvho have to do that every single day, and
it's a hard lifestyle."
Dreyfuss was one of no participants agfl
18-25 year olds to bike cross-country from
Providence, Rhode Island to Seattle. Washington
with Bike and Build, an independent nonprolii
organization.
"We were like one big dysfunctional family by
the end of the trip," she said.
Bike and Build is dedicated to educating Otfa
ers about affordable housing while raising money
The organization began with two cross-country
trips in the summer of 2003 and has added n
trip each year. This summer there were six trips
crossing the U.S. with more than 180 participants
who raised over $360,000 for affordable boaSuU
projects. Groups cycle for six days of the week MM
volunteer with Habitat for Humanity, or a similar
organization, for one day.
Participants usually sign up for the trips about
a year in advance so they can fundraisc the thou
sands of dollars required to participate and train
tor the long days of cycling, said Dreyfuss. She,
however, found out about the trip at the end of

APO holding interest
meeting tonight
Alpha Phi Omega, JMU's
only co-ed service fraternity,
will be holding an interest
meeting tonight and tomorrow
night at 7 p.m. in Transitions
in Warren Hall.
Members of the fraternity
are active volunteers at JMU
and around Harrisonburg.
For more information contact
Nicole at patterntipjmu.edu or
Jason at blissjaCa'jmu.edu.

In the Volley
Protests to bank's loans
to stripntining companies
HARRISONBURG — Friday afternoon about two dozen people organized by Blue
Ridge Karth First! protested at
the Bank of America branch in
downtown Harrisonburg, as
reported in the Daily NewsRecord.
They handed out fliers and
held signs asking customers
to cancel their accounts with
Bank of America, alleging that
the bank lends billions of dollars each year to coal companies that are known for stripmining and mountaintop
removal mining, according to
the DN-R.

World & Nation
Bush approves aid to
battling Sunni extremists
WASHINGTON — President Bush has approved a new
program that will intensify
economic assistance directly
to Sunni Arab regions where
former insurgents have joined
U.S. forces to fight extremist
Sunni groups, reported the
New York Times.
The shift is focused on
Anbar Province, where Sunni militias turned against
insurgent group Al Qaeda in
Mesopotamia and its allies
and are receiving support
from U.S. troops, said the
Times.
Freed Korean hostages
face anger back home
SEOUL —Nineteen South
Koreans returned home on
Sunday after spending six
weeks in Taliban captivity,
to be met with criticism for
their decision to travel to
Afghanistan despite government warnings, reported the
New York Times.
According to the Times,
now that the 19 are free, critics from Saemmul Presbyterian Church are demanding an account of who is to
blame for the crisis in South
Korea.
8 years later — Cuban
custody* battles continue
MIAMI — A 4-year-old
girl who came to the U.S.
from Cuba in 2005 with her
mother and half brother, is
caught in the middle of a custody battle aiming to find out
whether her father is fit to
raise her, reported the New
York Times
The
father.
Rafael
Izquierdo, allowed the child's
mother to take her to the U.S.,
but shortly after her arrival
the mother attempted suicide,
according to the Times. The
state Department of Children
and Families took custody of
the two children, arguing that
Izquierdo is an unfit father for
allowing his children to emigrate their mentally unstable
mother.
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Terminating trans fats for fitness
Saturated and trans fats can increase blood
cholesterol levels and the risk of heart disease,
said Hoshower. and according to 200s dietary
Students are in for a tasty change when guideline, Americans should limit their intakes of
lliey -liter dining limit inns on enmpus.
fond* th™i contain tut* nnd oils hush in saturated
Dining services is now using zero-trans-fat MM bTUH lal».
Many students feel that there are benefits
oil, defined by the FDA as 0.5 grams per
serving or less, in all dining locations on to this change. "I think it's great to try to
campus instead of a combination of veg- make the campus healthier," sophomore
Jennifer Specht said. "It's the only option we
etable oils.
"This action came in response to have when we have 14 meal punches to eat on
research conducted by Aramark that shows campus.
Hoshower said that [dining services] are
consumers are more concerned than ever
with their intake of trans fats," Director glad that JMU students want healthy options
and that they are comof Dining Services
Stephanie Hoshower
mitted to finding and
providing for [the stusaid. "And it is part
*« dents].
of Aramark's ongoing
commitment
to
"We don't just serve
We don't just serve JMU
JMU students, we care
provide a wide range
about them," she said.
of healthy choices for
students, we care about
customers."
"It is fulfilling for
us to be able to offer
By February 2007,
them.
delicious food while
allJMUDiningServiccs
helping manage the
locations
offered
consumption of trans
fried
items
using
- STEPHANIE HOSHOWER
fats."
non-hydrogenated
Dirttfor of Dining Stnion
In addition to this
corn and sunflower
change,
there was an
oil containing zero
59
additional cost of the
grams of trans fats
product, but the cost
except Chick-fil-A and
Market One. Chick-fil-A and Market One was not passed on to the students
According
to
Hoshower
all of Aramark's 400
used peanut oil, which contains zero grams
higher education dining locations have conof trans fat.
In annual surveys conducted at JMU by verted to zero trans fat oil.
"It's a better choice because students
Dining Services, students have shown an inter( -•
can learn how to live a healthier lifestyle,
est in eating healthier.
freshman
H.J. Moon said. "This will
"I want to improve my daily life, health and
benefits," sophomore Erin Flint said. "I'd feel help the rest of the community better
Senior Paul Sexton and sophomore Sharon Lwkaby grab a bite lo eot at Gibbons Hall.
themselves."
better about myself."
All dining services on campus are now using zerotrartvfat oil.

BY VIVIAN YUN
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JMU: University receives high
ranking for first-year experience

VT: School releases
safety suggestions

JMU, from front

parents and students. Steger defended himself and the actions of the university at a
press conference, saying that there was no
way school officials could have predicted
that a massacre of that magnitude would
occur after the initial shootings, according
to 7'ne Pat*
Virginia Tech also released a school review
•utter this summer, offering safety suggestions for the future, but not blaming any
organization for the incident, according to
CNN. The report called for focus in three
areas: expanding its campai wfcla alert m
tarn, Improving its mental health monitoring
and working on providing procedures tor
emergency situations.
Although the VirginiaTech probes proved
painful fur sonic. m;iii\ students think that
the safety measures that resulted from the
reports will be sufficient to improve safety
at many universities, including JMU.
"I can't see more than a cell phone atari Or
siren system changing what happened." 180101
Jennifer Bressler said. "This should help us
move on from what happened."

VT fro* front

percentage of full-time faculty. The magazine also takes and professors to establish a personal relationship.
This year's guide for students also puts JMU in
student to faculty ratios, class size, SAT and ACT scores,
peer assessments and the alumni giving rate into consid- the top four schools at the mastcr's-level with graduates having the lowest
eration.
amount of debt.
■It really shows the
combination of things
"Money is always
that add to the value
an issue," senior Sarah
JMU RANKINGS
Aldridge said. "You defiof the university." Egle
nitely get more than
said.
what you pay for at
Rose seemed
to
U.S News & World Report's top master's-revel public university in
JMU."
agree.
The university also
"People at JMU
the South
appears on the top
come together, across
one of ?4 schools recognized for its exceptional leorning communities
lists for IH'SI first-\rai
divisional and departexperiences and service
mental lines, to address
that allow students and professors lo establish 0 personal relationship
the needs and requireIteming opportunities.
lop four school at the master's level with graduates having the
ments of students,"
"Kadi are essential
lowest amount of debt
to the fulfillment of our
Rose said. "Their steadmission:
to prepare
fast commitment to our
on top lists for best first yeor experiences and service learning
students to l>e educated
mission is remarkably
tad
enlightened
citizens."
exceptional."
Rose said.
In addition to the acaAldridge agreed.
demic achievements, JMU one of 24 schools recognized for
"JMU is a school for everyone."
its exceptional learning communities that allow students
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BIKE: Pedaling to help the impoverished
■IKE from ptf< 3

Pfcoh wortwr of km Orajfa
Bikers slop every six days to help with a Habitat (or
Humanity, or a similar organization, proftd.

really feel as though she had seen enough of her own country.
and knew it was something she wanted to be a part of.
"I've never had a U.S. identity," she said. "1 think this helped me
"I was pretty uniformed about poverty housing and poverty in the to form that."
Riding approximately 4,000 miles in 70 days
U.S. in general, so 1 wanted to learn more about that
was tough, but Dreyfuss said she learned to have a
and have more experience with it," Dreyfuss said.
The first few days of the trip were hard on Dreyfuss, 46
more positive outlook on life through this trip.
but she said her body got used to it.
"I think that I grew up a lot on the trip," she
The most biking I'd
"The most biking I'd done beforehand was biking to
said. "I really pushed myself to my absolute. I
found
out where my limits were. I learned a lot
class, so it was kind of a shock." she said.
done beforehand
about myself and other people and how the world
Before the trip Dreyfus said the biggest fear ibc had
was of tornados.
was biking to class. works."
Through bad days, hot weather, storms, get"I was just afraid I'd be on my bike and get swooped
up by some big twister and not be able to do anything
ting lost and lots of flat tires, when bikers reached
their
destination at the end of the day everything
about it." she said.
- ANNE DREYFUSS was alright.
Drey fuss's parents were very encouraging, even
m+mm
"I think the biggest lesson I learned was that
though she said her mom was a little nervous about
the trip.
-59 no matter how many bad things happened in the
day, if at the end of the day you were still alive and
"My dad wants to do it. she said. "He's 60. and he's
healthy and in one piece that everything was good,"
training to do it."
Part of the service trip's appeal for Dreyfuss was the
she said.
opportunity to experience the U.S. She said that while she's toured
To date, more than 400 individuals have taken part in Bike and
other countries and had an understanding of other cultures, she didn't Build and raised over $750,000.

Notre Dame football player arrested
for allegedly soliciting a prostitute
BY CHRIS KHOREY
The Observer
SOUTH BEND. Ind. — Notre DtUDfl

^indents, alumni and sports nUM Bit
MUtM qowttoni regarding the punishment by the Office] Of FfTHflHT Ufa and

Housing of juni«>i footbtD pltyen DerreU
Hand, who was arrested for allegedly
•oHdtiDf I prostitute 00 Smith Bend's
south side Aug. 3.
But answers may be slow in coming.
Irish football coach Charlie Weis said
that Hand, who was suspended indetlnitely from the team immediately following Ins arrest, was reinstated" Monda>
UM has attended classes and football
practice) ill week.
The junior nose guard will l><- held out
of at least the season's first three games
against Georgia Tech. Penn State and
Michigan. But. Weis said, the suspension was Ins .ind had nothing to do with
KcMilt-nee Life.
"It's not the school's (suspension],
be s.iid. 'It's football's."
What the university handed out
for Hand's violation is still a mystery.
Associate Vice President for News and
Information Don Wycliff said the university administration had no comment.
Associate Vice President for Residence
lite Bill Kirk did not return several phone
calls Wednesday and Thursday.
Even if they wanted to comment.
Wycliff and Kirk would have to sjH.ik
within the bounds of the Vamilv
Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FKKPAJ rERPA says that MIIOOISIIIUM

have written permission from the parent tion hits decided to ease punishments for
or eligible student in order to release any DuLac violations.
information from a student's education
"Maybe they changed it right after the
record." which means any comment from MacAlarney debacle and Hand is just the
the University would have to come in the first high profile student to benefit," one
form of generalities.
poster wrote.
According to Dul.ac. the Notre Dame
Posters on the message board haw
student handbook, there are 12 possi- compared Hand's situation to that of
ble sanctions that
junior basketball player
Residence Life can
Kyle McAlarney, who was
levy against stu- tt
suspended for the 2007
dents that have
spring semester after being
violated university
t's not the school's arrested on marijuana posrules They range
MMlon charges.
suspension]. It's
"Suspension forancnt M<
from a verbal warning to permanent
semester
for smoking pot
ootboH's.
dismissal.
hut not for soliciting a prosMany sections
titute?" one poster wrote. "I
of DuLac prescribe
don't get the administration
- CHARLIE WEIS sometimes."
specific punishInth I001MI toach
ments for various
However, DuLac says
crimes. However,
that "possession, use or
-99
there is no section
misuse of any controlled
substance, including, but
that specifically
coins solicitation
not limited to. manjiian.i.
of a prostitute —
cocaine, heroin, amphetwhich leaves the question of punishment amines and depressants, is a serious
somewhat open-ended.
violation. Students who possess, use or
DuLac does say that "offensive sexual misuse .such substances shall he subject
Ihhavior us a serious offense," and that to disciplinary suspension or permanent
students should l»- aware ot Indiana state dismissal." There is no such specific sanclaw," but while solicitation is illegal in tion provision for solicitation or "offenIndiana, it is unclear whether solicitation sive sexual behavior."
constitutes offensive sexual behavior."
In Hand's absence, fellow junior Pat
This open-endedness has created con- Kuntz and freshman Ian Williams will
fusion among Irish fans, including those man the nose guard position Weis said
who post on the message boards attached that Hand, who missed all of fall training
to popular fan site ndnation.com. Some camp, has to get back in shape before he
have even posited lli.n the .uhmnisu.i
'.11• ontribuu on in* (Md

Plagiarism hot topic at U. 111.,
students and faculty split
ment numbers."
Rahimi said he views the plagiarism allegations as a political
maneuver by AFAC.
"People are not going to give the
guy - that may or may not be guilty
— a chance, and I think it was the
same situation with Pi (Walter)
Wendler," he said.
Some professors cite technological changes as a reason for some
verbatim text heiug unquoted or not
being cited. When Poshard submitted his dissertation, word processors
were a commodity and typewriters made it difficult to revise large
documents, s,ijd Kohert Swensoii.
associate professor of architecture.
To go back and make a correction on page 27 means you type the
entire page over again, beginning to
end." he said. "I can't imagine any
dissertation being perfect."
Michael Madigan, professor ot
microbiology, said he hopes the
Board of Trustees won't downplay
the issue it it can be proven Poshard
plagiarized.
"This is going to give us another
black eye that we don't need," he
said. "If it is true, he should resign
and save the University further
embarrassment."
Mary Lamb, professor of English,
said she has great respect for the
Poshard, but she said he should be
investigated.
"This is a sad and regrettable
incident ami what should happen as
a result is not clear." she said.

BY ALEJANDRO GONZALEZ
Deily f gyption

CARBONDALE. III. — Twentythree years ago, Southern Illinois
University President Glenn Poshard
submitted a dissertation as the
final requirement for his doctorate.
Today that document divides SIUC
faculty.
Some believe the president
should resign before embeUMMblg
the university. Others criticized the
Daily Egyptian and the Alumni and
Faculty Against Corruption at SHI,
the group that has been tied to
numerous plagiarism allegations in
recent years, for putting too much
emphasis on the suhjert.
"I think he should be denied
of his Ph.D.'' said Anita Riedinger.
retired associate professor of
Knghsh.
Riedinger said Poshard clearly
plagiarized and university students
who commit similar acts would fail
1 dad
"If he's not citing his sources,
that's plagiarism," Riedinger said.
Many members of the faculty
worry the issue will adversely affect
enrollment. Shahram Rahimi, associate professor of computer science.
said if everyone's work were scrutinized. many would be found guilty
of plagiarism.
"(AFAC) have been working on
this days and nights and it's destroying the university." he said. "We
wen* finally rocnvrrinn our enroll-
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U. of Wisconsin housing There's no place like home
turns away 700 students

Study finds that many Hispanic students avoid large universities

BY NICK PENZENSTAIHER

Mf«HtnU
MADISON, WIs. - The University of Wisconsin's state-of-the-art, $28-million Ofm Hall
opened in late August in the midst of a battle at
the Capitol to secure funding for more housing
projects at UW.
Meanwhile, nearly 700 freshmen were put
on a waiting list this fall with the closure of the
old Ogg Hall and its 950 beds, according to UW
Housing Director Paul Evans.
UW is the only Big Ten school unable to guarantee housing for all first-year students on campus, and has struggled to keep up with growing
attendance numbers.
"It puts us at a competitive disadvantage,
looking at Illinois, Michigan, Iowa or Minnesota," Evans said. "If we can't offer it, maybe they'll
go somewhere else."
The biennial state budget will determine
whether the university can break ground on ambitious housing plans on the Lakeshore to add
500 beds by 201a. The Senate's version of the
budget currently includes the go-ahead, but the
Republican-con trolled Assembly has removed
the projects.
Republican state Rep. Jeff Stone said the passage of the budget with the housing plans would
further the financial burden on students for an
initiative not directly linked to academics.
"We're encountering an era with limited resources — we're running up the credit cards of
the state in order to bond for these facilities.
Stone said. "The private market will build housing — we don't need to spend money. I think it
ought to be the last priority, and we should be
focusing on academics."
Although modern, Evans said he doesn't believe the new buildings fit the "luxurious" label
being negatively fit to them by some lawmakers.
"They are certainly nice, but they still have
tile floors and similar furniture," Evans said.
"The luxurious part is the academic side with
two classrooms, and the two tutoring rooms (in

Ogg)"
Rep. Gordon Hintz, D-Oshkosh, said he's disappointed the Assembly removed the dorm program funding from the budget but is hopeful it
may still re-enter the budget before it reaches the
governor's desk.
"I think some of my colleagues are a little out
of touch," Hintz said. "If we're competing with
other universities for the best students, we need
to keep our flagship campus up to date to promote the best learning environment possible."
One student who was faced with finding alternative living arrangements was incoming
freshman Stephanie Braun. When Braun was accepted to the university, she assumed she would
receive an on-campus dorm room, but when she
still hadn't heard from UW Housing in June, she
called and was told she was placed on a waiting
list and should have received an e-mail.
"I just wish I had ample warning," Braun said.
"I just was upset that no one contacted me. I had
nothing on paper. I'm still bitter it wasn't handled very well."
Braun said she then had to take an emergency
trip to Madison to search for housing, and eventually found a vacancy in a private residence hall.
According to Keri Robbins, director of University Housing Marketing, of the 700 students
on the waiting list, a large number find spaces
during the late summer months.
"Around 300 students sign housing contracts
and then decide to attend a different university
or live off campus, freeing up spaces," Robbins
said. "They also can count on handfuls of students getting homesick or leaving the university
early in the year."
There are also 75 students who get placed in
expanded housing where lounge or study areas
are converted to rooms to hold four people.
Evans said UW is in the process of analyzing
other options in case the new project funding is
denied in the final budget this year. At one point,
he said, they considered saving one of the old Ogg
towers. But that idea is no longer on the table
with demolition in process this fall.

BY ARIANNA DAVIS
Ditty Coll«t<«i
UNIVERSITY PARK, P«nn.
— A recent
study revealed that more than half of Hispanic students choose colleges and universities that are more affordable and closer to
home, which will typically push universities
like Pennsylvania State University to the bottom of the list.
This fall, Hispanics make up 4.5 percent
of the university's population, said Anne
Rohrbach, interim executive director of admissions.
In fall 2006, Hispanics made up 3.1 percent of the population.
The study, which was released Aug. 17 by
Excelencia in Education, a group focused on
Hispanic education, concluded that the factors Latinos take into account when choosing
a college are different from students of other
backgrounds.
"These students that have higher needs are
attending universities with lower resources,"
said Deborah Santiago, vice president of Excelencia in Education and author of the study.
"There is an opportunity here for universities
like Penn State to do more outreach and understand more about the different characteristics that could impact Hispanic and Latino
students' college choices."
Although the number of Hispanics at Penn
State is relatively low, the university has made
progress in Hispanic student admissions and
enrollment, Rohrbach said.
"The number of Hispanics who have applied to Penn State has increased over the
last four years," she said. "But we are still
working hard to work with underrepresented
groups in higher education. We have a recruitment center in Philadelphia that works
with early outreach to Hispanic students in
high school."
The Student Minority Advisory and Recruitment Team is a student organization

All Tune And Lube
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that assists the Minority Admissions Office
with minority recruitment.
"We focus on the minority population,
particularly African American and Latino students," SMART President Christopher Talley
said. He later added, "We reach out to Hispanic high school students and bring them to
Penn State to give them a feel for the campus,
and we focus on urban cities along the East
Coast."
Although the university is making efforts.
increasing the Hispanic population at Penn
State can't be done in a night.
"I don't have a magical solution as to how
we can increase the Hispanic population,"
said Matthew Restall, director of Latin American studies. "But I know that there are a lot
of faculty and students at Penn State who are
working hard to recruit more Hispanic students to our campus."
Another study conducted by Santiago in
2005 concluded that Hispanic students are
the ethnic group that is the least likely to receive financial aid. This factor - along with
proximity to urban communities in which a
lafge majority of the Hispanic population resides — affects college decisions as well, she
said.
Six percent of higher education institutions are considered Hispanic-Serving Institutions, which are defined as public institutions that are comprised of 25 percent or
more Hispanic students. These university's
are in areas such as Florida, Texas and California.
The institutions, which are mostly smaller
colleges and universities, do not provide students with the same opportunities that a renowned university, such as Penn State, could
provide, according to the study.
""The responsibility is not only on the universities, but also the students," Santiago said.
"It is up to the individual to base their college
decision on not just what is convenient, but
what is best for their future."
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House Editorial
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Viciousness of the
Vick investigation

Glass Half Full I

When the Falcons' star quarterback Michael Vick pleaded guilty to the
dog-fighting charges brought against him nearly two months ago, he basically kissed his career goodbye. He can face up to six years in prison and
fines of more than $300,000, not to mention possible dismissal from the
NFL.
The media have massacred Vick's reputation as an athlete. Dog-fighting
might be one of the lesser atrocities athletes engage in, but for some reason
Vick's face has incessantly appeared on our televisions, and he his name
has constantly appeared in hard-hearted headlines since his cruel behaviors were first discovered.
Athletes who make mistakes are probably just as persecuted as any
public figure. But should they even be in the same ballpark with other
(please don't hurt us football fans) more important public figures?
Who knows what other athletes do behind closed doors. There have
been fairly recent cases of athletes' affairs, drug abuse and a slew of other
scandals, but none of which have been scrutinized nearly as much as the
case of Michael Vick.
Hopefully PETA activists don't hunt us" down, but let's place Vick's predicament in proportion. Beef stock farmers continue to thrive, even though
their business is to raise cattle so they can send them off to be slapped between two buns at your favorite fast food place. Hunters pride themselves
on displaying that ten-point buck above their mantel, and we even refer
to hunting as a sport of some sort. Cruelty to animals in all cases is wrong,
and picking and choosing who we persecute is even worse.
We're not trying to justify Vick's extremely inhumane actions, but we
think the attention the media has given him is unwarranted. There are so
many potentially news-breaking stories that never get a chance to make the
headlines, yet it seems that every news outlet has covered Vick's case one
way or another.
When infamous athletes step onto the field, they are suoject to more
than the glare of the stadium lights - they arc brought into the public
limelight where every move, every play, every wrongdoing is relentlessly
examined. Perhaps the public should remain on the sidelines, and media
shouldn't second as referees.

TUCICOX,9.H.

A snapshot of doom?
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A picture tells a thousand words. The 600
When someone examines a photo, it only takes
words in this column satisfy me.
a second to form a judgment about it, whereas
It has been proposed that all staff and senior it takes at least a few minutes and a decent
writers of The Breeze have their picture printed
amount of cognitive engagement to form a judgin conjunction with their column. When my
ment about a piece of writing. I fear that unless
fearless editor told me of this delightful new
I make some obscene gesture or borrow an
addition to our esteemed newspaper, I had
outfit from the Pussycat Dolls, my picture won't
disturbing flashbacks to those awkward grade
be very interesting, regardless of how witty my
school "Picture Days."
repartee may be.
I'm sure you .ill tear up with nostalgia at
I get a lot of pride out of seeing my name in
those fond times when your mother insisted you the paper. One of the reasons why the written
wear some hideous, itchy outfit that even Bjork
word is so remarkable is because it's something
would vomit at the sight of. Your hair plastered
utterly original and pensive. It captures the eswith gel, cheeks bright with excessive rouge, you sence of a person, and that's a lot better than capspent the entire morning in front of the mirturing her face. Think about poor merman/male
ror trying to see which way you
model Derek Zoo-lander.
should curl your lips in order to
As the Aborigines say,
hide your overbite.
after all those vain "Blue
u
I've outgrown my braces and
Steel" shots, his soul
am now given the luxury of selectJust imagine how has been stolen inside a
ing my own clothes, but my left
flash. I like my sarcastic
my face must look and occasionally peseye still twitches uncontrollably at
the thought of having yet another
soul where it is
right now. See? Isn't simistic
mug shot snapped by some evil
— in my writing.
photographer bent on mining my
I
know,
1 know, the
that more fun?
self-esteem forever. Yet I still can't
life of the Op-ed writer is
dismiss the fact that I feel uncom99 dripping with glamfortable having a grainy photo of
our, fame and fortune.
myself plastered next to my byline.
Everybody wants a sbce
The object of a newspaper
of this pie. There is some
is to communicate. Photos are necessary and
air of mystery and anonymity with a writer, and I
interesting in areas like the Sports section and
like that Perhaps I will overhear your discussion
Features. They also exhibit something useful. I
while I discreetly walk to class behind you and
don't know about you, but I can't get enough of
shock you completely when you pick up the pathose timeless photos portraying two football
per and see your fleeting dilemma in print for all
players in full uniform tackling each other in a
to read. If you know what I look like, youll probcompromising position. 1 can't really commuably just run away from me, trading copies of
nicate my opinion through my face, and if I did,
USA Today in your wake. With my bulging bank
I'd have to take a new picture for each article I
account and blossoming friendship with every
write. Just imagine how my face must look right major newspaper tycoon in the business, I'D have
now. See? Isn't that more fun?
to change my identity and undergo a life-altering
People will always judge a book by its cover.
operation after everyone knows that I look like.
It concerns me that readers might pay more atAnd trust me, that would not be a pretty picture.
tention to a writer's photograph than her article.
Trod Cox is a junior English major.

Submit Darts & Pats online at thebree7r.org. ore-mail submissions to bnwzedr^notnuiLcom. Darts & Pats an submit ted anonymously and are printed en a space-armlable
basis.
Submissions are based upon one person's opinion
of a gwen situation, person or event. and do not
neassarUy reflect the truth.

A "thanks-for-being-there" pat to the residents of
Rockingham Hall and all of the ORL staff.
From a staff member who saw a lot of support and love this
week and thinks you have all gone above and beyond to help.
A "speaking-of-school-spirit" dart to the JMU
cheerleader who forgot the words to the Fight Song at
the Pep Rally during Freshman Orientation.
From someone who thinks that knowing the words to the
Fight Song should be mandatory for becoming a cheerleader.
A "way-to-rock 'Mmm-bop'" pat to the Jeep blasting Hanson while going through campus.
From a former long hamrd-brother lover who got a kick
out of your musical selection.
A "party-poopers-suck" dart to our neighbors for
not asking us to turn our music down and instead
notifying the police.
From a group of sophomores who were embarrassed in
front of their three guests, yet quickly ended the "party."
An "I-hate-'Hey-There-Delilah " dart to the sophomore in C-section who played the most overplayed song
of the summer at 730 a.m. on the second day of school.
From a sophomore who has her first class at II a.m.,
and. despite the interesting way to wake up, didn't need to
for another two hours.

Breeze Perspectives | mmom,m*m**

Vice of the century:
Apple iPhones
The tech gurus have done it again, but will this gadget
be the end of attention spans and casual conversation?
It reminds you about all of the
important events in your life including your Grandma's birthday and
your next dentist appointment. It
also makes sure that you know when
to bust out the umbrella or when
sporting a sweater is more appropriate. It even stores and displays
embarrassing pictures of you that
you wish had never been taken.
No, I'm not talking about your
mother; I'm talking about your cell
phone; that is, if you are one of the
people who have purchased Apple's
new i Phone.
While your mom may have a lot
in common with the iPhone, this
gadget bears little resemblance to
the phones of our parents' generation. For starters, the iPhone does
much more than make calls. This device is also, as Apple describes it in a
promotional video 'the best iPod [it
has] ever created."
With this little baby at your side,
you will never be without your favorite music, movies, TV shows, pictures
and podcasts. If that wasn't enough,
the iPhone also connects its users to
the Internet, giving them access to email, weather updates, stock reports,
traffic information, Google maps and,
most important, YouTube.

With all these features there is
no question that the iPhone is much
more advanced than that rotary
dial hidden somewhere in the attic,
though, let's face the facts, despite
the cobwebs, your mom's retro
phone is definitely groovier.
Though the iPhone puts more
technology within reach of your
pinky finger than our parents would
have ever dreamed to be possible, I
doubt that this advance in technology will actually advance the quality
of our lives. Granted, the iPhone will
add an element of convenience to
our day. Even I have to admit that
the idea of having access to all of the
entertainment and information you
could ever need right there in your
pocket is rather thrilling.
Though the tech geek in me is inclined to buy one of these gadgets for
myself, deep down I realize that all the
added convenience comes at a cost.
In the past, the introduction of
new technological innovations has
led to widespread dependence on
gadgets and gizmos that our society
was once perfectly content without.
If you doubt me on this point, I
recommend that you try taking your
next math exam without using a calculator. If you are anything like me

than you won't be pleased with the
results.
Even if you were that kid' in elementary school, you know, the one
who was the first to learn your times
tables and obliterated the competition in every game of around the
world, chances are that there is some
other piece of technology that you
rely on too much.
I have noticed that many of us
here at JMU are dependent on our
Pods. As we walk through campus,
with our iPods in hand, we ignore
the beauty of the mountainous
terrain (it really is beautiful even
though many of us curse it daily on
our way to ISAT) and what's worse is
that we ignore each other.
While the iPod addicts are
already prevalent here at JMU, cell
phone junkies are becoming increasingly common. I myself have been
known to send a text or two as I walk
around campus, much to the chagrin
of those trying to walk at a normal
pace behind me. I felt the full weight
of my own cell phone dependence
last week when I found myself sitting
on top of a mountain in Shenan-

doah National Park, one of the most
beautiful places in the country, determined to figure out how to delete
photos from my camera phone.
iPods and cell phones are great.
The Internet is even better. A phone
that combines all three of these technologies sounds like a dream come
true; but the problem has little to do
with the technology itself and lots to
do with how we use it. When these
deuces are used excessively they distract us from what is really important: the familiar face of a friend, the
smile of a stranger or just the beauty
of the world around us.
While the iPhone has many motherly qualities such as its unrivaled
memory for names, addresses and
phone numbers, or its comforting
presence in the midst of a crisis, it is
no substitute for your real mother.
So while the iPhone may appear
to, as the cliche goes, "put the world
at your fingertips,'' I think it is time
that we stop and remember that some
of the best parts of our world cannot
be found on a tiny little screen.
Caroline Carter is a junior SMA7)
and psychology major.

JEFFGENOTA
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Looking
further
eastward
Asia's rising status should
force us to pull our gaze
away from the Middle East
Earlier in the Bush administration, many
officials from Asia-Pacific Rim nations complained that the United States demanded too
much focus for them in the area of counterterrorism, particularly from states like Muslim-majority Malaysia and Indonesia, and
found lessened interest on other topics that
these states prioritized.
Indonesia and the Philippines have adopted
new subtle, sophisticated tactics such as offering incentives in return for information and
soft power tactics in the form of infrastructure
- building in areas were poverty is significant
and the appeal of Islamic extremism is strong.
Although far from a "victory," these successes are important to note because the United States played a supporting role. Elsewhere
in Asia, North Korea reached a deal earlier
this year after many months of deadlock and
disagreement over its nuclear program.
And who can ever forget China, already
one year away from the Olympics and yet the
scapegoat for tainted products from toothpaste
to toys? China is continuing its rapid ascent
economically and internationally, sparking jitters inside the Defense Department and unease
in Japan and Vietnam.
China continues to develop solid relationships with traditional U.S. allies in Asia,
sealing free trade agreements, joint military
exercises and vending plenty of cash to fund
economic developments in smaller Asian
countries.
Pacific trade will remain significant to the
stability of the U.S. economy. In a poll released
earlier this year, 60 percent of international
relations professors believe that East Asia will
be the most important strategic region for the
United States by the years 2020-25. With the

tt
...we must not allow Asia to
slip out of our radar in exchange for obsession with
Iraq and terrorism...

flow of news and pace of change in the region, it
may become apparent even earlier.
In a few weeks, the report from the "surgein Iraq will be delivered to the president and
Congress. Already, the situation still remains
gloomy. The future geopolitical landscape of
the Middle East after Iraq gets even darker
- increased Iranian hegemony, the rich
Persian Gulf countries considering nuclear
weapons, the Palestinians quarreling amongst
themselves and Pakistan remaining politically
anemic.
While it is true that the national interest is
for the Middle East to remain stable to ensure
the continual flow of oil, leaving our foreign
policy to ensure just that is enough. Adopting
a longer-term perspective and avoiding grand
designs of creating a democratic Middle East
will save us from future foreign policy' headaches
that could cripple us further.
Regardless, the region America can make
the greatest impact in is Asia. Over a third of
humanity lives in Asia, and half of the Southeast Asian population is Muslim. The continent has lived, cooperated with and benefited
from America's interests and commitment to
the region.
Hence, we must not allow Asia to slip out
of our radar in exchange for obsession with
Iraq and terrorism or protectionist tendencies
at home. Washington can continue to play a
constructive role as it has been since the end
of World War II by becoming more engaged
with its Asian partners.
While he's still in office, President Bush
should use his remaining foreign policy leverage to prepare the next generation of American foreign policy to deal with the continent
of the century: Asia. In doing so, he should
steer U.S. foreign policy toward Asia against
the storm of protectionist winds, diagnose the
near-sightedness of foreign policy outlook and
expand engagement with important states in
the region that produces a win-win situation
on both sides of the Pacific.
JeffGenota is a junior political science major.
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Goodbye, Gonzales!
Attorney General's resignation not for justice, but politics
Once again, the Democrats did not rest
until they brought ruin to a good man's name
and career. Alberto Goiuales resigned after
months of pressure from Congress.
President Bush rebuked critics, saying,
"His good name has been dragged through
the mud for political reasons."
This statement couldn't be more true.
Ever since the beginning of Gonzales' appointment, his office has been at the center of
controversy. Congressmen bent on obstructing Bush and his administration from doing
the job he promised to do have attacked every
effort Gonzales made to win the war on terror.
There have been several "scandals" over
the last two years, but the most recent is the
most troubling and unfounded. The Attorney
General came under fire for the dismissal of
eight U.S. attorneys. The media and Congress smelled blood and knew this was their
chance to finish him. The so-called "scandal"
was that the firing of these U.S. attorneys
was motivated by political reasons.
Unfortunately, the American public is ignorant enough about the U.S. government to
believe everything propagated by the media.
Congress decided they could gain attention by holding a hearing over these ihs
missals. They knew very well the hearings
would never lead to anything, but wanted the
chance to discredit the president further.

The hypocrisy and bias displayed by the media and Democrat-led Congress is disgusting.
The Congress knew it could further tamish
President Bush's image by holding these hearings. It knew President Bush would not release
documents or force Justice Department workers
to testify - which would make it look like be
was hiding something or being unreasonable.
The truth — which some power-hungry congressmen and the media forget — is that there is
something called the separation of powers.
Under the separation of powers, executive privilege exists. Executive privilege is the
tradition of presidents refusing to appear before, or keeping presidential documents from,
committees of Congress and the courts. It has
existed since the time of George Washington.
In 1974. the Supreme Court supported
the existence of executive privilege as being
"fundamental to the operation of government
and inextricably rooted in the separation of
powers under the Constitution."
There is no precedent that would take
it away. Congress threatened that it would
take this issue to court, but it wouldn't want
to risk it.
A court battle would result in either a
Supreme Court ruling that substantially
strengthened executive privilege so as to
impair the power of Congress to oversee
executive branch agencies, or a ruling that

It was hotter than Hades
on Wednesday afternoon - the
high was 88° that day. While
passing the Hillside field, I
noticed a big industrial -sized
sprinkler watering the grass.
Ask any gardening center or
check online, the best times to
water are early morning or late
afternoon. Why does Facilities
Management water the grass
during the hottest part of the
day? Every student's tuition
dollars are paying for that water,
a lot of which is evaporating
into the air. But money aside,
we are not setting a very good
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example. Water is a resource,
and we have no reason to waste
it. especially city water that we
take the time to purify.
JMU is a highly accredited
university, yet we are overlooking some commonsensical issues. Aren't we, as a university,
trying to become "greener"? I
realize that it will soon be getting cokler and grass watering
will become leas of an issue, but
maybe the folks in charge could
take some time to think about
how we can make our university
more water efficient
Billy Polansky
senior, geographic science

Responses to all opinions published in The Breeze are welcomed
and encouraged, Letters should be
no longer than 250 words, must
include a name, academic year,
major and phone number for
\vrincation and can be e-mailed
to breezeupinion^gjnailxom or
mailed to MSC 6805 Gi, AnthonySeeger Hall. 1 larrisonburg, VA
22807. The Breeze reserves the
right to edit all submission tor
length and grammatical style.
The opinions in this section do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff
or James Madison University.
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Fall forewarnings for the
fashionably-challenged
A guide to keeping up appearances around campus this semester
Women: This column is not for you. But
others appear at first glance, so, too, will others
take note of any guy who reads it; he's genuinely
judge you.
interested in improving his appalling appearance.
Luckily, being stylish isn't a matter of wearing
Show it to all your male friends and, in time, you
$80 Armani Exchange shirts. $170 Diesel (Italian
won't have to be embarrassed to be seen in public
for "ridiculous pre-fading") jeans, flashy sunglasswith them. Now go do the Sudoku. It's time for a
es or pink Lacoste polos. In fact, common sense,
man-to-man talk.
not a fat wallet, is the best tool you have.
Summer is ending, and this means fashion DOExamples of common sense rules include:
nos galore, including baggy pants, popped collars,
Wear athletic clothing, including baseball caps,
white socks and the dreaded jean short. But even
only if you're heading to or from the Rec Centhose of you who don't boast these items have a
ter. Ensure that all shirts and pants fit properly
thing or two to learn about dressing yourselves.
- neither skintight nor baggy. Avoid square-toed
Yes, that's right. Every single one of you. Half
shoes, as well as cheap-looking shorts. Never put a
of you seem to have the idea that it's okay (o dress
hoodie under another jacket.
as though your mother picks out your clothes durA word about bootcut: If jt were meant to
ing her weekly trips to Wal-Mart, and the other '
be worn with sneakers and sandals, it would be
half seem to think it's acceptable to dress like an
called "sneakers-and-sandals cut." Leave the Hot
Urban Outfitters or
Topic-style sayings,
American Eagle manthe polos with cute
U
nequin. I don't know
little animals stitched
where you've gotten
on, and the sky-blue,
these ideas from, but
Like art, fashion requires that you vertical-striped shirts
it has to stop. Now.
the rest of your
consider elements such as color, shape with
Like it or not,
high school clothes.
fashion is an art form.
an adult now.
and line - this means no matching You're
Like art, fashion
It's time to dress like
requires that you
plaid with stripes!
one. Failure to do so
consider elements
sends a message to
such as color, shape
■
your peers not to take
and line — this means
you seriously, and it
no matching plaid
transmits a strong
with stripes! Like art.
"Don't breed with
fashion is accessible to and appreciable by all. not
me!" signal to potential mates.
simply the financial elite. And best of all, as with
If you're still completely lost, fear not. The
any art form, there is an objective standard for
"keep it simple" principle always applies.
fashion
Clean, eonservative articles like spartan shirts,
1 know that part comes as a shock to some
fitted jeans and pants, and classic sneakers are
of you, but no, what looks good on a man is not
iimelevs elements that ought to be a part of every
simply a fleeting impulse determined by societal
man's wardrobe. Best of all, they can be acquired
consensus, and it is not wholly subjective. We use
for very cheap; a properly cared-for pair of dry
the same criteria when examining an outfit as wc
Levi's will last you longer than their pre-distressed
do when examining a painting. Sure, we can some- mall-brand equivalents, and they'll cost you less
times be misled by popularity and novelty, but
money in the end. Most other items you need can
even the most ignorant trend-whore instinctively
be bought on the Internet or in thrift stores.
"knows" whether an outfit is good or bad.
Take the time to learn what looks good on you,
Is it shallow to be concerned with appearand fill out your wardrobe with outfits that aren't
ances? Maybe, but it's unavoidable. Even the most eyesores waiting to be worn. Your friends, and
skeptical among you still put on clean clothes
the people who pass you on the Mall, will silently
every day. and you probably wear a shirt and tie to thank you for it.
job interviews. These are signs of acceptance that,
Taylor Kessinger is a student at the Univerjust as you form snap judgments based on how
sity of Arizona in Tucson, Ariz.
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There were no criminal charges involved.
There was nothing to defend.
The U.S. attorneys are selected by the
president in power. All eight U.S. attorneys
fired were appointed by Bush Because
they serve at his pleasure, they can also
be dismissed at his displeasure. Gonzales
submitted more than 3,000 pages of documents showing that no dismissal was based
off improper reasons, but based on a department-wide performance evaluation.
It is routine for presidents to fire some or
all U.S. attorneys during their term. In fact,
by his second year, President Clinton had appointed 89 new U.S. attorneys out of the 93
jobs possible. And Congress and the media
were worked up by eight being replaced?

so weakened executive privilege that future
presidents would suffer.
Either way, they'd lose. If the Democrats got a president but lost the House,
they wouldn't want to lessen the president's
ability to do his job, and even more, they
wouldn't want a strong Republican president
to be able to overrule anything Congress did.
Gonzales, to this day, stands by the dismissals and the fact that all the hearings and
controversies entertained were frivolous, unwarranted and shown to be unsubstantiated.
The Democrats are doing everything they can
to impede the president and discredit him so
they will have a clear path to victory in 2008.
Tiara Fuller is a student at the University
of Utah in Salt Lake City, Utah.
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creative, highly-skilled webdesigner. Applicants should
have strong knowledge in
Dreamweaver and Mac-based
systems
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Shaky start
Saturday
Carolina hurries Landers
into throwing two picks
BY TIM CHAPMAN
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Chapel Hill, N.C. — Three Colonial Athletic Association football teams played
first time starting quarterbacks this weekend, and Hofstra will open their season
Saturday in the same situation.
Of the four newcomers, only James
Madison's junior Rodney lenders had

the daunting task of opening at North
Carolina's Kenan Stadium in front of
58,500 fans, ecstatic over the arrival
of former national champion head
coach, Butch Davis.
After the Dukes surrendered their
first touchdown a minute and 23 seconds into the game, Landers took the field as ,i starter
with a less-than ceremonial
first snap, coughing up the
ball for the first of JMU's
three turnovers in a 37-14
loss.
"No, I don't think it was
hard to shake that [fumble],"
Landers said. "You just can't
dig a hole like that early. Before you know it you're down
14-0 and you've only ran one
lander".
offensive play."
On the Dukes second offensive series, landers was able to complete his
first pass-attempt, but senior tailback
Eugene Holloman was tackled for no
gain, bringing up a fourth-and-10.
Two of Landers' next three completed passes were negated by illegal

procedure penalties, both would have
gone for seven-yard gains, but ended
in five-yard losses. Redshirt freshman
Theo Sherman was officially tagged
with two of the four similar firsthalf fouls, in which the Dukes were
charged with having only six men on
the line. The rule states a
tackle's helmet has to be
level with his guard's hip,
and Sherman's youthful
mistakes hampered Landers' ability to get in a flow
and move the chains.
"We shot ourselves
in the foot. We had some
penalties in the beginning
of the game and we had
some incomplete passes,"
landers said. Tou just
can't win when you put yourselves in third-and-long situations."
The offensive struggles continued
into the second quarter. Already down
21-0, Landers was intercepted on the
first play of the quarter, when he overthrew a receiver. UNC senior cornerback Kendrick Williams returned the

pick 45 yards to the JMU 12-yard line,
setting up another score for the Tar
Heels on senior Connor Barth's 27yard field goal.
Madison's offense settled down
on the next possession as Landers
engineered a 10-play, 73-yard scoring
drive in 5:06. Landers eluded the rush
of redshirt freshman Darrius Massenburg, getting the defensive end to
jump on a pump-fake before finding
senior wide-out L.C. Baker in the back
of the end zone.
"He [Landers] did okay. I thought
we stniggled to block him, we got some
new guys up front offensively, he was
under fire a lot," JMU coach Mickey
Matthews said. "It's kind of tough to
come down and open up in front ot
[about] 60,000, [in a] first game."
Landers got the Dukes on the
board again late in the fourth quarter
when he scrambled for an eight-yard
rushing touchdown with 41 seconds
remaining in the game. He accounted
»t LWOflSpt9.il

Heels
trample
Dukes
Madison digs hole early,
struggles with Carolina s size
BY MATT MCGOVERN
osshtont syerts editor

•

Chapel Hill, N.C— Madison went to Chapel Hill
Saturday with a new offense and high aspirations.
The Tar Heels shook those aspirations in the first
quarter as the Dukes went down 21-0.
Carolina wasted no lime getting on the scoreboard. Jason Pritchard s 44-yard kickoff put the Tar
Heels at their 27-yard line, but it took them only
three plays to score a touchdown.
Redshirt freshman tailback Johnny White
rushed for eight yards on Carolina's first two plays.
On the third, redshirt freshman quarterback T.J.
Yates made his first touchdown pass for 65 yards to
junior wide receiver Brooks Foster.
Madison was without sophomore cornerbacks
Scotty McGee and junior Evan McCollough Saturday,
who both started all 12 games for Madison in 2006.
Sophomore Jamarls Sanders and junior Darrieus
Ramsey played in their plies.
"One had surgery [McGee] and one was being
disciplined [McCollough]; I don't like to make
excuses, those other two kids need to play better,"
coach Mickey Matthews said. "When you think
about it from James Madison's [defensive] perspective, [allowing] 320 yards of offense, probably half of it was on three plays. That's a hard
pill to swallow."
JMU quarterback Rodney landers struggled
to hand off the ball on his first offensive play and
fumbled. Carolina defensive end h.J. Wilson recovered the fumble at the JMU 21-yard line and pandemonium ensued.
"[UNC] came out here and they took advantage
of the turnovers and the field position." lenders
said. "At times, us playing so hard put us at a disadvantage because we had some mental errors and
some busts."
North Carolina looked poised to score for the
second time in the first five minutes until Madison
responded with an interception at their eight-yard
line. Ramsey intercepted Yates' attempt and brought
it to the 16-yard line before being tackled.
JMU looked to reverse the momentum with the
interception but their first nin of the drive was a
four-yard loss. Senior tailback Eugene Holloman
rushed for the first two plays and got back to the line
of scrimmage on his second attempt. An incomplete
pass by Landers forced JMU to punt from their 16yard line.
After a 27-yard punt by Pritchard, the Tar Heels
had a shortened field once again and capitalized.

Rodney louden scrombles post swarming UNC defenders (hose tkt (44), Dofiiirs Mossenbtiig (98), and Kenrwon lolmtt (90) Landers rushed 14 limes for 71 yards as he ran the no huddle offense

They started on the JMU 43-yard line and on us."
their first play junior wide receiver Brandon Tate
On the second play of Madison's third drive,
rushed 15 yards for a first down. Yates threw his sophomore tight end Mike Caussin caught a
second touchdown pass on a
seven-yard pass would have
28-yard completion caught by (.(.
brought Madison to the 27-yard
Tate with 8:52 remaining in the
line. However, JMU was penalfirst quarter.
TOU (On I Win Wh6n izodfor not having six people on
"He was throwing some
if
the offensive line and brought
great balls, especially for his
YOU pill yOUrSelt
back ti%.- yards to the 15-yard
first game," junior UNC wide
line instead.
receiver Brooks Foster said.
"We shot ourselves in the
"He had one interception but
foot," Landers said. "We had
he bounced back and threw
some penalties in the beginning
another touchdown to Tate, I
-RODNEY LANDERS of the game and we had some
think he did a really good job."
JMU storting quarltrtak
incomplete passes, and you
Yates was 13-18 for 218
can't win when you put, jurself
99 in third and long situations."
yards Saturday, with three
touchdowns, and one interAn incomplete Landers pass
ception in the game. Madison
on third ,uul (> forced a punt.
struggled to contain him in the first half espe- The Tar Heels tipped Pritchard's punt and it
cially.
shanked out of bounds at the JMU 40-yard line.
"If you keep giving up long pass plays, you're
With the seore at 14-0 and 7:1s left in the first
going to lose whether you're playing North qutrtff, Carolina started in JMU territory for the
Carolina or whoever you play," Matthews said. second straight drive. JMU was called for pass
They weren't blown coverages, they just ran by interference on the second play of the drive, giv-
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in third and long
situations.

JMU shut out in
soccer opener

-1
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Dukes held scoreless despite
outshooting Marshall 13-7
BTJACKMIUllllr

Friday night the JMU men's soccer team
kicked off their season with a 1-0 loss to Marshall University at home. Senior midfielder
AVIUM'I Shergill scored the Thundering Herd's
only goal at the 70-minute mark.
'ITie I hikes controlled possession for most of
the game including 17 set plays within their own
attacking third. They also out-shot the Thundering Herd 13-7. but couldn't manage a goal.
"Corner kick after corner kick, shot after shot and we just came up empty," Coach
Tom Martin said. "When you are playing

ing UNC a first down at the JMU 31-yard line.
The last six plays of the drive wen- divided between
Carolina's trio of running backs. SophomoT t.nIKu k
Richie Rich got his first touch as he brought UNC to
the 10-yard line on a two-yard rush. Redshirt freshman
Anthony Eby had the last three rushes for eight yards
and Carolina's third touchdown of the first quarter.
Madison's penalty issues continued when
another illegal procedure was called on a sevenyard pass to sophomore wide receiver Rockeed
McCarter. The penalty was the same as earlier;
JMU was not lined up properly prior to the snap,
and they were brought back five yards from
the line of scrimmage. Two plays later, Landers
rushed for eight yards on a quarterback draw only
to have another illegal procedure called
Landers was intercepted on the first play
of the second quarter by redshirt freshman
safety Deunta Williams, at the UNC 43-yard
line. Williams returned the interception 45
yards to the JMU 12-yard line. The Tar Heels
were unable to get their fourth touchdown and
settled for a field goal.

that well in soccer it has to translate into
some goals."
Mmlison struggled to find anyone to
put the ball in the back of the net and continued to rotate players, some of who were
seeing their first playing time at the college soccer level. That includes Ken Ma11.ilt.in a freshman goalie who had his first
career start
"(The freshman] arc working hard with
lots of enthusiasm and 1 feel like this game
was a learning process for them," senior
midfielder and captain Tristan Murray
said. "I really liked the way Ken played tonight. I feel like as games go on he is going
to get better and with more experience that
is obviously a plus.
The coaching staff used six different players as forwards up front in hopes
of finding a spark. Madison had multiple
scoring opportunities, including a shot by
junior forward Esteban Maldonado in the
36th minute that was denied from eight
yards out by the Marshall senior goalkeeper, Brad Kennedy.
Madison had another opportunity with
25 minutes to go when Brian Young received
a through pass from Nick Zimmerman. With
two men on his shoulders Young tried to get

wifOOTWLotffll

off a quick shot, but Kennedy was there to
deny Madison again.
"It's a very disappointing loss especially since 1 felt we deserved to win," Murray
said. "It was one of those games where we
just couldn't find a way to put the ball in the
back [of the net)."
Five minutes after Young's opportunity though a JMU conxr kick backfired as
Marshall used it to quickly counter on the
lazing Dukes. A run down the right side of
the field opened up the middle of the field,
allowing Shergill to sneak in and push 11
past a diving Manahan.
"We literally fell asleep from our attack,
lost the ball, got beat in transition down
the right side, kid pulled it back and we got
caught ball watching and the kid finished
it," Coach Martin said. "Kenny got a hand to
it but you can't save them all."
"I think we deserve better," Martin said.
"Tbat's a game we should have had and we
didn't and that's the bottom line."
The Dukes' next home game is Friday ,
September 14 against Hartford. The Hawks
opened their season Saturday with a 2-0 victory at Central Connecticut.
Iwkjbr the Men's soccer schedule on Page 10
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Huskers womens' volleyball tops rankings
BY SPtMCFR SCHUBEIT
Doily »W.f«kon

LINCOLN. Neb. - After playing in an AYCA Slinuris-that
involved the 20th-ranked and
(ifth-ranked teams in the nation,
most would apod life to get a
little easier tor the Cornhuskers
The Nebraska volleyball
team would nupatlftlfl) diagree.
After coming off a gnu-linn
four-game match win against
No. 5 UCLA. Nil's competition
actually gets more challenging.
"For this team, we wanted
to schedule as tough ;is we can."
NU Coach John Cook said.
"My analog)- is that you're on a
lo-speed bike. Lei's say we're in
third gear right now; we've got
to find ways to keep upping the
gears nn them."
Nebraska should be guaranteed to reach the next gear
this weekend in the Holiday
Inn Downtown Classic. Nil will
play host to three teams, most
notably No. 3 Penn State.
The Nittany Lions played
another Big 12 Conference powerhouse last weekend when they
squared off with No. 4 Texas
twice. Penn State came out of

the weekend 2-0.
They're legit. Texas is legit,
too." Cook said. "I think there's
about eight teams that can win
the national championship.
Peat. Penn State and UCLA are
all right there"
rCL\ is by no means out of
the picture after last weekend's
lOM to NU. Kven though the
Bruins raeofd dropped to 1-1.
they kept their No. 5 national
ranking. The Longhorns. however, dropped two spots to No. 6
after their 0-2 start.
Nebraska and the Nittany
UoDI will square off Sunday
night at Qwest Center Omaha in
a matchup of two of the nation's
top three teams
The much-anticipated
contest has NU sophomore Kori
Cooper ready for the challenge.
"It feels good coming off
such a good weekend because it
giw*. us confidence coming into
this next weekend," Cooper said.
"It's a good weekend for volleyball when teams are playing
like that "
Cooper also said even
though PSU beat conic 1. BOB
rival Texas twice, it's a thought
that will be far from the team's
mind when it takes the floor
Sunda\.

Fri, Sep 14

Hartford at Home

7 p.m.

Wed, Sep 19

American at Home

7 p.m.

Sun, Sep 23

UMBC at Baltimore, Md.

1 p.m.

part.*

Thu, Sep 27

Cook said fans at the Qwest
Center will see a much different
team than they did when UCLA

Howard at Washington D.C.

4 p.m.

Fri,0d05

Drexel at Home

7 p.m.

Sun, Od 07

Delaware at Home

2 p.m.

Fri, Oct 12

William & Mary at Williamsburg, Va.

7 p.m.

Sun, Od 14

Old Dominion at Norfolk, Va.

2 p.m.

Fri,0ctl9

Hofstra at Home

7 p.m.

Sun, Od 21

Northeastern at Home

2 p.m.

Fri, Od 26

Towson at Towson, Md.

3 p.m.

Sun, Od 28

George Mason at Home

2 p.m.

Fri, Nov 02

Georgia State at Atlanta, Ga.

7 p.m.

country.

Sun, Nov 04

Its another opportimiH fa
the Huskers to switch gears on
that 10-speed bike.

UNC Wilmington at Wilmington, N.C

2 p.m.

Thu, Nov 08

Virginia Commonwealth at Home

"We try not to look at who
other teams have beaten."
Cooper said. "Anybody can beat
anybody on any given day. Well
take it as ifthn haven I played
any games, and well do our

until town

"Our blocking has got to
slow some of these hitters
down." Cook said "(The Nittany
Lions) are a different type team
in that they are more physical
and powerful. UCLA relies on
deftOM UK] their tempo and
how hard they compete. It will
be a lot more physical play at the
net, and it's going to be a great

match."

Cook said NU should be
wary of Penn State despite its
loss to Washington in the NCAA
Tournament.
They were a great team last
war.' (<M)k said "They didn't
play well in the regional against
Washington, but the\ certainly
have as much talent and are
as physical as any team in the
11
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Tigers take it to Bulldogs
8Y TYUt MTISH
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STARKVILLE. Mitt. - It would
have been easy for the No. 2 LSU
defense to underestimate the
Mississippi State offense Thursday night.
The Tigers defense ranked
No. l this past season in the
Southeastern Conference, allowing 242.8 yards per contest
The Bulldogs offense ranked
No. 11 out of 12 SKC teams, averaging 18.4 points and 286.8
yards per game.
Such a miscalculation did
not occur as the Tigers' defense
entered Davis Wade Stadium as
sharp and as crisp as it ended
this past season against Notre
Dame, stifling the Bulldogs' offensive attack en route to a 45-0
shutout victory.
Ufl'coach Les Miles said the
defanw ma tin- k<-\ to victory in
the Tigers' season opener.
"The defense was. from start
to finish, a dominant group,"
Miles said. "[They] gave us a
short Held [and] got the ball
buek for us."
IM "s win was its eighth
st might against Mississippi State
and fourth-straight win against
the Bulldogs in Starkville.
The Tigers' (1 -o, 1 -o) defense
took over from the opening kickoff, deflecting a pass and forcing a fumble that rolled out of
bounds on the opening drive of
the game
Tims,- dose calls eventually
evolved into turnovers for the
Bulldogs <o-i, 0-1) as sophomore safety Danny McCray,
senior cornettMCk Jonathan Zenon, senior safety Craig Steltz

and junior safety Curtis Taylor
all intercepted Mississippi State
quarterback Michael Henig in
the first half.
The last time LSU recorded
four interceptions in a game
was a Sept. 25, 2004 matchup
against Mississippi State in Tiger Stadium.
Steltz. who entered the game
with five career interceptions,
said his three-interception performance was based on more
than just skill.
"It's a lot of luck." he said.
"You gotta be in the right place
at the right time."
Sporting their seldom-used
purple jerseys on the road, the
Tigers held Mississippi State to
146 yards of offense as the experienced LSU defense lived up
to the preseason hype that surrounded it in the offseason.
The Tigers' highest preseason ranking since 1959 has
been based in large part because
LSU is returning eigh' starters to
a defense that finished this past
season fourth in the nation in
points allowed per game.
Henig threw six interceptions
total in the game and finished 11of-28 before being replaced by
freshman Wesley Carroll midway through the fourth quarter.
ISU's defense held serve in
the first half for an LSU offense
that took a while to get started.
Senior quarterback Matt Flynn,
who made his first regular season start Thursday night, connected on only three of his seven
first-quarter attempts before finishing i2-of-i9 for 128 yards and
two touchdowns.
The Tigers' much talked
about running back by com-

mittee approach to the rushing
game saw three running backs
and one wide receiver see action
at tailback in the first half.
Senior Jacob Hester started
both halves for the Tigers, finishing with 68 yards on 14 carries
Sophomore Keiland Williams, who carried the ball seven
times for 18 yards, had a pair of
l-yard touchdown runs in the
second quarter.
Sophomores Charles Scott
and wide receiver Trindon Holiday also saw time in the backfield, with Scott scoring on an
11-yard pass from Flynn in the
third quarter.
Miles said he did not see anything Thursday night that would
separate one running back from
another in the competition for
the starting halfback spot.
"I liked Hester, I liked Williams. I liked Scott," he said.
"Hester got the bulk of the carries early on. He's a sure runner.
[The running backs] are not a
bad combination."
After mustering only three
points in the first quarter, Williams' two second-quarter scores
gave the Tigers some breathing
room against the Bulldogs.
LSU capped a 6-play, 73yard drive to open the second
half with a 11-yard touchdown
to senior wide receiver Early
Doucet. who had nine catches
for 78 yards and a touchdown.
Redshirt sophomore quarterback Ryan Perrilloux replaced
Flynn early in the fourth quarter
and scored the first touchdown
of his career on a 3-yard run with
8:20 remaining in the game.
He added a 15-yard touchdown pass to Brandon LaFell.
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FOOTBALL: Matthews' team continually
draws flags on the offensive side of ball
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for 64 percent of the total offense, rushing for 71 yards and
passing for 100 yards. Despite
throwing two interceptions
Landers completed 14 of his 22
attempts.
With a porous offensive line,
Madison's new quarterback was
hurried all night making it hard
to assess his performance. The
.l.tViis.' didn't provide much
help either, as JMU's average
starting field position was at
its own 20-yard line. Carolina's
(IrtriiMve tackle and prospec-

540-442-9923
Open 11am - 2am

winner in the Wildcat's senior
quarterback Ricky Santos and
look to put UNC behind him
and steer JMU to its first vi.
tory in 2007.
"I think we're still on schedule," lenders said. "If you go
into any game and you say that's
the game that is going to ootei
mine the season, I don't think
you can say that. We just MI
to rebound and come back next
week and that's the CAA opener
and that's our main focus 1 mhi
DOW to just take it one game al
a time."

Hi. My name is Tater from Sylvia's Pets, with
sage advice to pet loving JMU students—10%,
that's right-10% Off* al Sylvia's Pets for
Students, Faculty, and Staff. We realize
your pet means a lot to you. So your pet
deserve the best. Of course, while I realize I'm
cute on a leash and know a lot of commands,
if you want human interaction you'll have
to come to Sylvia's Pets and talk with our
knowledgable staff. We carry several lines of
holistic and organic brands of pet food and
more. So come ^4*Bk

onbvAndJpj
bring your J^.
penriendM|

|lO% Off
■ ,„ students,
■
Faculty*

alon
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m Staff with
valid ID.
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off Food

226 Univ. Blvd
Harrisonburg
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North Carolina redshirt freshman. Dorriui MoKenburg, knocks down Rodney London' poss attempt and neorfy intercept* the ball
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9f Team Trivia Night every 0)
Wednesday at 10:00pm.
The only trivia night in town.

7 days a weak
oj Delivery offered from Dinner to GO <Jk
•> * i> ♦
at 570-438-9993
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BREAMte BALLS!

Wednesdays
Open MIC ^|
Ladies Play Pool FREE
Guys 1/2. off (with College ID!)
No Cover

.

W

^owfebles!

Off 33,just past Golden Corral
540-434-9888
goldcrownpool.com
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Paul Joseph Duggan
Attorney at Law

Ladies Night Mixed Beverages, Beer, and Wine

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

tive first round draft pick, Kentwan Balmer had high praise for
the opponent he spent all night
chasing down.
"An athlete of this caliber,
you're not going to shut down,"
defensive tackle Kentwan Balmer said. "I think we had a good
scheme for him, but of course
they're going to make plays."
The Dukes will have their
hands full again next Saturday when they open at home
against New Hampshire. Landers will square off against last
year's Walter Payton Award

AUOftSTFMUT/pHoioKiior
JMU heod <oodi Jrtkkey Motthews, VOKK his opinion lo on Ariontk Comt Conference ohV
(KJI Madison was whistled for eight penalties totaling 58 negative yards.

Texcut Hold9em
Tuesday**
95 South Main St.
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LANDERS: 0-Line provides little help

FOOTBALL, from pege 9

As soon as Ihey penetrated
Carolina territory, Madison received another penalty, this time
for holding. On fi'rat-and-20,
Landers responded by rushing
eight yards to the UNC 40-yard
line. He rushed for 12 yards on
the next play, giving JMU a first
down.
Landers was 14-22 for 100 passing yards, one touchdown and
two interception Saturday. His
playmaking ability was evident as
he rushed 14 times for 71 yards.
"An athlete of this caliber,
you're not going to shut him
down," senior defensive tackle
Kentwan Balmer said. "I think we
had a good scheme for him, but
of course they're going to make
plays."
Holloman broke out for a 22yard gain two plays later, taking
the Dukes to the five-yard line.
JMU scored a touchdown on
a four-yard completion to L.C.
Baker on third-and-goa).
The Tar Heels scored their
fourth touchdown two drives later with 20 seconds left in the first
half, but missed the extra point
UNC junior wide receiver Foster
caught the eight-yard touchdown
pass, and they took a 30-7 lead
into h 11 ft 1 me
On their second drive of the
second half, the Dukes started
from their two-yard line, and advanced only three yards. Standing
in his own end zone, Pritchard
had his punt blocked and it was
recovered by Carolina at the JMU
one-yard line. FJzy rushed for
the UNC touchdown on the next
play. His touchdown was the only
score for the Tar Heels in the second half.
In the fourth quarter, the
Dukes drove 79 yards on 11 plays
for their second touchdown of the
game. Landers carried the ball
eight yards into the end zone with
41 seconds remaining.
"I thought overall he [Rodneyl did fine, but it was a field
position nightmare in the first
quarter." Matthews said.
Madison opens conference
play Saturday at home against
New Hampshire. The Dukes will
prepare to defend a pass heavy
offense run by the Wildcats, who
have yet to play a game in 2007.
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DWI'«
Reckless Driving
Traffic & Criminal Defense
Civil litigation
FREE CONSULTATIONS
PiulJD37@hooroil.

The ( itv l-'xcrungc building
56 Wort Gay Street
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Suite 103
I uurisoabuig, Virginia 22802
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Become A Scuba Diver
A weekend is all it takes!
JMU Price $195
includes all materials, pool fees,
instructor fees, and rental fees
Certification Dives $150
Upcoming Class Dates
Sept. 14, 15, & 16
Oct. 12,13, & 14
Nov. 9, 10,&11

15% Off all
equipment for
JMU Students

Already Certified?
Advanced and Specialty Classes Available.

www.kathysscuba.com
540-433-3337

No Matter8 vtet hand tjou get,
it's /lwaaS a Full House
Sorority Recruitment 2007
September I2th-i8th
Join an organization based on Values & Sisterhood!
Sign Up: Sept. 3-7

On the Commons: 10-2
Festival: 6-9pm
Online at www.jmu.edu/sos (click on Fraternity/Sorority I

Editor: Kelly Fisher
Assistant Editor: Megan Williams
breezearts@gmail.com
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'MY ADVICE TO YOU IS NOT TO INQUIRE WHY OR WHITHER. BUT |UST EN|OYTHE ICE CREAM
WHILE IT'S ON YOUR PLATE' - THORNTON WILLIAMS. AMERICAN WRITER

The 'burg screams
f or m (HEME

Find the best ploces in town to cool off with a treat while the weather is still warm
w
IV NJTTANY WILSON
V
(Ofitributmg writer

M
Blame it on
H the summer heal
I or just the great
■ taste, but rt seems
M as though HarriJ sonburg is craving
ice cream. Just this
) year a couple of new
ice cream parlors
opened both on
and off-campus,
adding to the list of
ice cream options.
So when the craving
hits, where can you go?
It seems that students
and locals can't get enough of
Kline's. Kline's has been satisfying customers since 1943
with its homemade ice cream.
Junior Ross Chillcoat enjoys
UK'II in-cream environment.
"Kline's is the best and most
classic," he said. "1 like that it's
an old school establishment."

Customers also seem to love
Kline's flavor of the week.
"The flavor of the week makes
it unique," junior Laura Garmev
said of the weekly tradition, which
includes notice of what other flavors to expect in coming weeks.
Customers can also buy pints
uf their favorite flavors so there is
no need to leave their house to enjoy Kline's ice cream. Kim Dennis
just moved to Harrisonburg and
already claims Kline's to be her
favorite ice cream spot.
"It's just basic good icecream."
Dennis said. "You don't have to
think too hard about it."
However, if you want to get
more creative with your options,
maybe Coldstone Creamery is for
you. With its interesting combinations like "mint mint chocolate
chocolate chip" and "birthday cake
remix," customers may find it difficult to decide on their order. Customers seem to particularly like
Coldstone's signature creations.
Customers aren't limited to

the menu. They can create their
own combinations by choosing a
flavor and any other treats, such
«s brownie or Snickers bar, that
they choose to mix into their ice
cream. People also choose Coldstone for the friendly service.
"It's worth giving it a try,"
sophomore and Coldstone employee Lauren McClintock said.
"You'll be addicted."
For those who prefer soft serve
ice cream, Dairy Queen, which is
known for its smooth and creamy
soft serve would be a better fit.
Dairy Queen is best known for its
Blizzards — soft serve milkshakes
that have a variety of treats such as
Oreo and cookie dough blended in.
Dairy Queen also features a different Blizzard flavor each month.
Freshman Christine Tamberello was excited to find a I>airy Queen
in Harrisonburg. "I love their Blizzard of the month," she said.
When late night ice cream
cravings occur. Dairy Queen,
which stays open until 3 a.m. on

weekends, is a convenient choice.
Another favorite icecream spot in
Harrisonburg is Bruster's Ice Cream.
Bruster's keeps customers coming
with their homemade ice cream,
which is hand blended with chunks
of fruit cookies, and other treats.
Junior Jillian Keck particularly enjoys their specials.
They always have fun specials
like their Banana Thursdays," she
said.
Every Thursday, Bruster's will
give you half off a sundae if you
bring in your own banana. Bruster's
also has a special called the "quart
club." If you buy six quarts of ice
cream, the seventh one is free. For
customers who prefer yogurt over
ice cream, Bruster's has several yogurt options including Dutch Apple
Crunch and Red Raspberry.
There are several on-campus
locations where students without access to cars can stock up.
Mr. Chips, C-store East and The
Festival Center are all on-campus
locations that sell ice cream.

I WKBm
Coldstone (left) and Burster s or* two ice cream taiontes m rlormonburg

Make the most out of your new apartment, room Rap stars vie for
Decorate your new place in a stylish, personal way without taking a chunk out of your wallet
top record sales

UmtDPtCK/wwprWfrvtef
Cork boards with picture*, light! and mogozine cut-outs ore on easy way to spice up any space

BY ANNA YOUNG
senior miter
Take a deep breath, let th< fed
tli.it uni have finally stepped out
from under the umbrella Of your
parents' support sink in. Now you're
out on your own and enjoying tin
spacious comfort of your lavtabJ)
furnished apartment. Yeah, who are
we kidding?

Moving into a new apartment is
exhilarating, but it doesn't have to
look like a snapshot from Martha
Stewart's magazine. We are MM Interior designers, and don't have tin
tinx' and resources toscout out items
from Better Homes .md Garden! for
our apartments College students are
allowed to confess that they're cheap
(actually it's kind of a universal
rule), and don't want to pour all the

savings from their grueling summer
jobs into furnishing an apartment.
Putting a personal, potpourri touch
throughout your apartment allows
you to express your personality.
Before you start to decoi.it..
make sure you and your roomies establish a firm budget, so you don't go
too overboard with the decorations,
and you can spare the stress on your
wallet.
A general theme is good to carry
throughout your apartment, but try
not to stick to it too strictly. Keeping
each room one or two colors can get
boring. Eclectic decorating is essential.
If your apartment is unfurnished, look for furniture in the
classified ads, or venture to a thrift
shop if you're OK with having furniture that's been comfortably loved.
Craigslist.com boasts cheap or
even free furniture. Harrisonburg
was recently added to CraigsliM .is ,1
region for trading and selling items.
Sometimes people have to get rid of
their furniture in a hurry and give
away barely used or even brand new
furniture,
(•■'nerally.theapartmentsaround
JMU are furnished with a couch or
two, a dining room table and set of
chairs, basic kitchen appliances, a
bed. desk and dresser. Most (if not
all) landlords frown upon removing

furniture from the apartment. So it's
easy to work with what you h.i\ ••
First, take a fieldtrip to the fabric store with your roomies. Choose
a fabric color, pattern or texture to
cover your furniture. Don't stop at
a hardware store for a staple gun
though; instead, simply tuck the
fabric into the cushions of a couch,
or drape the fabric over a chair. You
can also use fabric as a tahlecloth, although plastic tablecloths are easier
to keep clean.
When rearranging your living room, pick a piece of furniture
as your focal point, and work from
there. Also, the color of your furniture, whether as-is or covered by
you, is a great place to start when
considering the scheme of the rest of
a room.
Cheek with your landlord or
renting office to see if you need approval before you consider painting
any part of your apartment. Sometimes in the confined spaces of an
apartment living room, painting
every wall in a room could be color
owrload. Paint one wall and leave
the rest white, or if you're a colorful
person, you could even try painting
each wall a different, but not drastic,
color. Soft or light colors can open
the space of a cramped apartment,
so steer away from darker shades.
s#tWC0Wn,potil3

Pingpong saga makes for dumb, goofy summer flick
Characters bring
fun to'Balls of Fury'
BY JUSTIN THURMOND
contributing write

Many people have played pingpong and have developed a real
talent for it. while others have considered it a waste of .1 good beer
pong table. The new end "I sum
mer comedy. "Balls of Fury," will
change any outlook on the game.
Filled with scenes that are dumb,
yet funny, this movie may he one of
the greatest movies about the game
of pingpong that has ever conn-nut

But then again, that 'l no! saving
much at all
From the minds that brought
everyooa Keno
911" comes this _ II
TV
movie about a DdllS 01 rUrV
man who is one £ £
of the best ping- suuTing&uTpong
players K,^„
this world has (rinslophcr Walken
ever seen. Randy Daytona (played in Dan PofJer).
lie is so good that he gets invited to
the tournament ott champions that
the evil Feng (played by Cluisto
pher Walken) has at his hidden palace every year. Once he gets there,
he becomes involved with a secret
FBI investigation that is in pursuit

ot Feng, who is a major arms dealer
.IIKI the real killer of Randy's father,
who died when Randy was a kid.
"Balls of Fury" satisfies the
comedic hunger of those who like
stupid comedies. Walken makes
this movie worth watching, because of the way he plays a Chinese emperor who deals illegal
guns and has an extreme fascination with the game of table tennis.
His lines are so memorable that
you have no choice but to quote
them to your friends on the ride
home. Fogler is OK as the pingpong phenomenon Randy Daytona, but he really doesn't stand
out well in this crazy movie of
absurd characters. Thomas Len-

non, made famous for playing
the eccentric Lieutenant Dangle
on Comedy Central's "Reno 911,"
steals the show with his homoerotic rage-filled ping-pong player Karl Wolfschtagg who returns
to play Randy at the tournament
of champions.
This movie probably isn't going
to go down in the history books as
being ■ classic, but it isn't totally
worthless either. Some parts are
boring and the humor feels forced,
while other parts are laugh out
loud funny. 'ITtis movie is to pingpong as "DodgcbaU" was to..well,
dodge ball. It's goofy, but it sheds
a positive light on the actual sport
of pingpong.

50 Cent vows to stop solo effort
if Kanye West sells more albums
BY JESS NOVAK
KIWI WINK

In a war of egos it is difficult to declare a
winner between successful rap artists Kanye
West and Curtis James Jackson III, otherwise
known as SO Cent It will be left to record sales
to decide the winner of the musicians' current
battle and the future of 50 Cent's music career. Both artists will release albums on Sept.
11. Kanye will be releasing Graduation and 50
Cent. Curtis.
The stakes of the competition were
raised when 50 said, "If Kanye West sells
more records than 50 Cent on Sept.11, I'll
no longer (perform) music. I'll write music
and work with my other artists, but I won't
put out any more solo albums." In response,
Kanye commented it will "be a shame" for
50 to quit his solo career when Graduation
sells more copies. So. which of these artists
is all talk, and who will be laughing to the
1

k?

If past record sales are a main component
of prediction, 50 Cent has no competition
His debut album Gel Rich or Pie Truing was
released in February 200;s and sold 872,000
enpies in it's first week making it the second
highest selling rap album 111 Meti|) Sue itrelease the album has sold over 12 million copies worldwide and is wven ti s platinum. 50
was also the first artist sine.' ,Ve of Base in
1994 to have the number one song and album
of the year.
His sophomore album 77ie Massacre had
the second-best opening week in record sales
behind BinlDam'l the Marshall Mathers W
with a staggering 1.14 million copies sold in the
first tour days of release Currently the album
hat sold c,H million copies worldwide and is
five times platinum.
Though Kanye may be known to cause a
stir with explosive comments about George
Hush md powerful songs like "Jesus Walks"
and "Diamonds from Sierra Leone," his record sales do not reflect the same explo
sue quality one might expect from such an
outspoken artist Kanye's first two albums
combined still fall short in record sales compared to just 50 s debut Ott Rich or Die Trying. College Dropout, released in 2004, has
sold 4 million copies worldwide and /.ate
/tegisfraiion, released in 2005, has sold 2.8
million copies in the United States. Together
<HUr.|H|tl3
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DECORATE: Creative ways to style
an apartment on any budget
DECORATE, from pttt 17
Painting an entire wall one solid
color is too conventional. Instead, create patterns or designs
like a checkerboard, polka dots,
waves or even a mural.
If you don't like the commitment to paint, you can even cover
your walls with fabric. Fabric is
easy to apply and remove, and it
won't leave any evidence behind
when you change your mind or
move out.
It's time to think about
how to decorate those freshly
painted walls. Quote boards are
absolutely necessary because it
will help fuse a bond between
you and your roomies, and it's
a creative way to collectively
share personal memories. You
can make a quote board by
buying a large dry-erase board
or sheet of colored paper. You
could even go so far as to write
directly on a wall using nonpermanent markers, but be
sure to inform your landlord
before you scribble.
You could also designate a
wall of your living room as a picture wall. Plaster photos of you
and your roommates, mutual
friends, vacations, breaks and
other adventures. Frames are often too fancy, so you could make
a collage by pasting those 3x5s

directly on the wall.
Depending on how classy or
classic you want to be, decorating with framed pictures and
posters is an artful idea. If your
apartment is on the smallish
side, hang a few tiled mirrors to
create the illusion of a larger living space.
When you step into your
kitchen, you're usually on a mission. This room is the most functional in your apartment, so don't
be too concerned with spicing
this room up. The extent of your
decorations could be matching
kitchen utensils and hand towels, but other kitchen accessories
like plates and cups don't have to
match.
Your bedroom is your own
personal haven for sleeping and
studying, so make it as personable as possible.
You can certainly decorate
your room in your favorite color,
but add complimentary colors to
your room as well, or pick your
top three favorite colors. Someone once said, "Irving a color
and living with it are two different things." A good idea is to pick
a color or pattern for your bed
linens, and decorate your room
from there.
You can carry a color scheme
or theme into your bathroom, but

if you're sharing the bathroom
with another roommate, agree
on what you both want to do.
Make your study space as
inviting as possible so you won't
dread escaping there from time
to time. You can even purchase
a more enjoyable studying chair,
and use that extra desk'chair at
the dining room table.
In a smaller bedroom, it's
often hard to find surface space
for all those awesome accessories you have. Install shelves for
extra space, but be sure to consult your landlord before doing
anything too drastic. Storage
units thai can slip under your
bed can stow away seasonal
clothes or extra things you don't
need to put your hands on very
often. Stick-on hooks are also
great for hanging things like
bags, belts and jewelry to relieve your floor from unnecessary clutter. Hopefully, keeping
clutter to a minimum will help
you keep your room pleasantly
organized.
The most important thing
to keep in mind when decorating your new apartment is that
it doesn't have to be instantly
furbished. Your apartment could
turn into a well-loved masterpiece with the help of your roommates and a little time.

RAP: Artists' future decided on sales
RAP, from pig* I?

both albums have gone platinum
five times, still not coming close
to 50's powerhouse releases.
However, it must be noted
that Kanye beat out 50 Cents at
the 2006 Grammy Awards by
winning Best Rap Album. Also,
current singles on the Billboard
Pop 100 charts suggest Kanye
has 50 beat. Kanye's most recent single, "Stronger," is on the
charts at number four, while 50's
"Ayo Technology" is struggling
at number 26. Kanye also has the
top digital/mobile download and
was featured in the HBO series
"Entourage" Sunday, Aug. 26,

providing him with even more
public exposure.
But is the past a reliable factor
for determining the future? Will
50 Cent's nine bullets to the chest
help him in this fight? Is it more
likely that the stylish and Kanye
will win over music fans with his
cocky attitude and catchy ringtone? Regardless of the outcome
for these artists, it's important
to realize there will be one overwhelming winner of this competition, no matter whose album
sales sky-rocket higher - the music industry.
While fans are less motivated
to buy music as illegal download-

ing becomes more accessible all
the time, this healthy competition may draw more sales than
previously expected. Dedicated
fans and music lovers who are
anxious to see one man win may
be more prone to purchase an
album than ever before. While
some see the battle as childish
and egotistical, the industry may
see it as a way to save an otherwise disheartening year in sales.
While Tower Records shut its
doors with a definitive slam ending an era of record store dedication, these rappers are breathing
some life into a fading industry.
Hopefully, it will be enough.

www.thtbrMze.ors
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Bassist remembers early
days with Goo Goo Dolls
Takac looks back at the long road traveled
BYELTSSAZIATKOVKH
Daily Ttian

AUSTIN, TIIM - The Goo
Goo Dolls slugged it out trying to get their music heard for
more years than most bands are
together. Formed in Buffalo,
N.Y., in 1986, it would be nine
years before their first big hit.
The first two Goo Goo
Dolls albums were loud, reckless punk rock. Depending on
your perspective, they were
either a fun outlet for pent-up
energy or just plain obnoxious.
Rzeznik, now the band's most
prominent singer, couldn't be
convinced to try lead vocals
until 1989.
With their third album,
Hold Me Up (1990). the Goo
Goo Dolls discovered the power
of melody and harmony and began to hit their stride. Rzeznik
emerged as a gifted songwriter
with a knack for both tuneful
rockers and wistful acoustic
compositions, while Goo Goo
Dolls bassist Takac started to
perfect his bouncy bursts of energy.
But for all their efforts, no
one noticed. No one, that is,
until Los Angeles radio station
KROQ picked their own single,
"Name," off A Boy Named Goo.
Next thing you know, the band
sold 2 million records.
Instead of a big check, however, the band got a rude awakening. They actually owed their
label money.
"We still have a team of scientists working on that," Takac
said. "Putting records out for
10 years had accrued quite a
bill, and when the money came

in they asked for it. So that's
where it went - back to the
record label so they could release more Borden records."
The Goos sued their record label, Metal Blade, and were able
to find a new home at Warner
Bros.
The band got another break
when Rzeznik, in the midst of
a crushing bout with writer's
block, was asked to write a
song for the movie "City of
Angels." "Iris" became one of
the biggest songs of 1998 and
gave Rzeznik the confidence to
finish the band's triple platinum album, Dizzy Up the Girl,
which came out a few months

later.
Since then, the Goo Goo
Dolls have scored too many hits
to name, from "Slide" to, most
recently, "Before Its Too Late."
They don't sell the same number of records, hut then again,
no one does.
While it couldn't have always been a picnic, Takac fondly
remembers his years spent touring the country in a cramped,
beat-up van.
"It was an adventure; it
was Robin Hood and the Merry Men. Much different than
now — now we're out all the
time," he said. "Our lives as
adults have changed drastically. Probably by this point a
lot different than most folks'
experiences when they choose
this path in life. Most people
don't get to do it into their 40s
like I am right now. 1 don't
know; I don't feel like slowing
down."
The band comes through
Austin on Saturday supporting

their newest album, Let Love In.
As Takac explained, the mindset for this record was different
from previous efforts.
"John was trying really
hard just to write songs —
'let the chips fall where they
may' kind of thing. Be they
Goo Goo Dolls songs, be they
not Goo Goo Dolls songs, he
just was trying to write songs.
Then he'd bring them to the
band and we'd see if we liked
playing them or not."
After finishing touring in a
few weeks, the band will head to
Buffalo to begin work on a new
record. They'll be recording in
Trackmaster Studios, the same
place their very first albums
were made.
"There were pipes missing
in the walls and no electricity in
parts of the building, and it was
pretty much a mess. So we went
in and put some money into it.
Hopefully we'll be in there in
October or November, maMni
music again."
Fans coming out to the sho\%
on Saturday should expect to
hear some songs not performed
live lately, like "All Eyes on Me"
and "Slave Girl." They should
also remember to bring a can ot
food for people in need in Aus
tin.
The band works with USA
Harvest and has raised an "out
rageous amount of food" on this
tour, according to Takac. "We
collect canned goods, non-perishables, and get them to people
within the local areas that we

eoflad diem In uualfy within
24 hours." Any donations can
be dropped off in bins set up by
the ticket window.

BostonBeaner\ _.

MftiAi
HAM * Welcome Back Students
* l\\ CRN

Get the Boston flavor down south.

Mention this ad & receive 25% off...

25

n

%OFF

1625 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.433.1870

any sandwich, salad or entree
with purchase of a beverage
with JAC Card
Not valid with any other promotion.

•LARGBSBU CTIONOF HUSTLER,LEG WKNI I \M> MllKI.I.Y'M

VALLEY LANES
I 3106 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

I
vs»&

voov

540-434-8721
HOURS:

I YWtmm INOERJE

3051 S. Mam St
Hwnsonbuig. VA 22801
(540) 432-6403
MONDAY-THURSDAY 10 A M -9 PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 10 AM-10 P.M.
SUNDAY 12 PM-7 PM
ALTERNATIVE CLOTHING • LINGERIE • ACCESSORIES
MAGAZINES • VIDEOS • DVDS • ADULI NOVELTIES

*A1I Shoes- 50% off *

***•«tt

Mon 9am - lam
Tue 9am - 11pm
Wed 9am - 12 am
Thurs 9am - 12am
Fri 9am - lam
Sat 9am - 2am
Sun 1pm - 11pm

I| HOI

www.tlietjreeze.org

«0
°**TS

SPECIALS
Mon - $2.00 a Game
Wed - Night Bowl 1 Game, Get 1 Free

It's all the convenience of
The Breeze* without the
messy paper work!
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'Brain Age 2' meant to
be puzzling new game
BY ALEX GAJtENS
MOH Htrold
MADISON. WIs. - Has sum-

mer vacation left you feeling a
bit stupid? Fear not ~ put down
your painfully repetitive Sudoku
puzzles, because "Brain Age 2" is
here.
Like its predecessor. "Brain
Age 2" is one of the few DS games
that market the system for the
general public, drawing in typical gamers and nongamers alike.
That's because it isn't a game at
all. but rather it's closer to the
word puzzles and mind teasers
you find in this newspaper — but
better. You 11 meet the creepy,
yet lovable Dr. Ryuta Kawnshim;,
and train under his vigilance,
gradually reducing your "brain
age" (the peak age is 20) the
more often you train.
The catch? You can only
train for about 15-30 minutes a
day. until you're bored with the
available training modes, as they
unlock gradually with continued

play.

Nevertheless. "Brain Age 2"
brings back some favorites from
the original, tweaks a few and
introduces several entirely new
activities like playing along on a
piano with sheet music, which
will drive the non-musically gifted
insane. It also introduces singlecartridge download play for up to
four people. Although fun, it will
likely be left untouched since rival
game "Big Brain Academy" has a
much better multiplayer mode.
The game is not without its
flaws; the handwriting recognition could be a bit better, unless
my Ts are really that illegible,
and youll surely grow weary of
holding your DS sideways. Yet
overall it's a success, well worth
the $20 bucks of anyone willing
and wanting to sharpen his wits.
Oh, and about my inflammatory
Sudoku slight — they still are
crappy puzzles, but "Brain Age
2" actually has 100 of them along
with the good kind of puzzles, so
you can still get your fix.

Small-screen guilty pleasures
Fall line-up provides thrills, laughs and tears (or
television junkies looking for an entertainment fix
1Y KATE PRICE, TIM WILLIAMS 1 SARA H PROBST
IOVHOTM

"Burn Notice" (USA, Thursdays 9
p.m.)
Jeffrey Donovan stars in this actioncomedy as Michael Weston, a spy who
has been "burned," or dropped without
warning by his government handlers. He
finds himself stranded in Miami with no
money, no identity, and turns to doing
odd jobs that require his skills as a covert
operative, all the while seeking information on who issued his mysterious "burn
notice." Gabrielle Anwar ("The Tudors")
plays Michael's fiery ex-girlfriend, Fiona
- a former IRA terrorist — who assists
him with her myriad of bomb-making
and weapons skills.
The show's quick-fire action is
graced by Donovan's delightfully dry
voice-over in which he gives spy tips,
walking the viewer through such useful skills as surviving interrogation or
assembling a homemade bomb. "Burn
Notice" treats its cliched subject matter
with a healthy dose of whimsy, trading
drama for humor and diffusing tense
situations with Donovan's grin. While
the show depends almost entirely on
the lead actor's charismatic performance, its modest plot is executed with
a breezy style that makes for irresistible
summer fun.
'< .1 htm 11 K M ion (Showtime, Mondays* 9:30 p.m.)
Bree Sharp, obsessed-fan-turned-onehit-wonder
t urned-"artist "-turned-Top1000-bottom-feeder, surely must be rethinking her career path, now that David
Duchovny has once again returned to the
haze of almost-stardom. "Californication"
is Showtime's hit new series about a middle-aged Hollywood wash-up who is lusted
after by droves of younger (and sometimes
teenage) women because, well, he looks
like David Duchovny. Despite how obnoxious that sounds, you may need to watch it
anyway.
The many, many problems with
the premise of this show, from one of
the dubious minds behind "Dawson's
Creek." (another show that can only be
enjoyed with a heavy dose of irony) start
with naming the main character "Hank
Moody." As if it wasn't obvious enough
from his many cliched apathetic writer

quips that he is the world-weary, blocked
writer archetype. This all sometimes
works, when the script realizes how ridiculous the thin premise is, and just
bounces Hank from woman to waiting
woman (in one scene knocking over his
ex-wife's new husband's six-figure painting in the process). But given the modern
distaste for pure comedies, "Californication" tries to turn its misogynistic hero
into a tragic figure, and every dramatic
scene makes the half-hour seem a lot longer than it should. But for those who still
hum "Why Don't You Love Me?" in the
shower. "Californication" may just be the
new guilty pleasure.
"Damages" (FX, Tuesdays 9 p.m.)
Now that FX's flagship edgy drama,
"Nip/Tuck," has spun itself into absurdity, the network presents another attempt
at groundbreaking television with "Damages." Oscar-nominated actress Glenn
Close stars as Patty Hewes, a ruthless,
high-powered attorney who is involved
in a legal death match with corrupt CEO
Arthur Frobisher, portrayed by Ted Danson. The show also follows Rose Byrne's
character Ellen, a young, impressionable
lawyer newly hired by Patty for her connection to one of the case's key witnesses.
Each episode periodically flashes forward six months to show Ellen, covered in
blood, being questioned for the murder of
her fiance. While these cryptic foreshadowings are intriguing the first few times,
they become tired when the show's slow
pace fails to reveal any further clues to
the events leading up to Ellen's sorry fate.
Only Glenn Close manages to save her
character from being one-dimensional,
blending together Patty's keen ability to
use and manipulate people with her growing fear and vulnerability associated with
the dangers of the case. Unfortunately,
none of the acting talent can overcome
dull writing and decidedly un-thrilling
plot twists.
"Rock of Love" with Bret Michaels
(VHi, Sundays 8 p.m.)
Love can mean many things — long
walks on the beach, candlelit dinners and
twelve long-stemmed red roses. Conventionally, love does not mean competitions, stripper poles and dirt bike races
for individual dates. But who said love

must center around a knight in shining
armor? Not VHi and certainly not Bret
Michaels.
Truth be told, this Poison front man
is more of a knight in black leather in
this adaptation of ABC's "The Bachelor."
"Rock of Love," a show that can only be
described as sublimely trashilicious, follows Michaels as he searches for love in
a gaggle of siliconed, tattooed, leopardprinted young women.
These rough-a round-the-edges women
breathe life into this show, whose formula
has been tried and found guilty. Underdog Samantha, a tattoo-sleeved semi-poet,
shows that sensitivity and old-fashioned
values thrive in the rock star lifestyle. The
show, of course, has its villains: Lacey, the
scheming, fuchsia-haired PETA activist and
Heather, the fried, dyed, and blown-to-theside stripper are the hardened, boo-hissablc
contestants.
Yet, amid the dumpster diving and guitar shredding, Michaels himself manages
to share his concerns and emotions with
contestants and viewers. The Poison front
man makes it clear that love isn't about fine
chocolates or perfectly primped hair; it's
about honesty - and knowing the lyrics to
"Every Rose Has Its Thorn," because thai
never hurts.
"Weeds" (Showtime, Mondays 9 p.m.)
Despite this reviewer's general apathy to the "Desperate Housewives"
dramedy format (see "Californication"),
there stands tall and verdant one post
"American Beauty" television show
whose double eye-roll-inducing premise (a suburban housewife making it
big selling marijuana) never tires, and
whose mixture of caustic wit, realism,
slapstick and melodrama never hits a
discordant note.
The second season of "Weeds" left
viewers with a triple cliffhanger that
seemed impossible to resolve, but creator Jenji Kohan and company deftly dissemble the tension in the first episode.
Opening with an uninvited visit by a
former Agrestic family to Nancy's Armenian standoff, the intensity evaporates
into confusion, and hilarity ensues. In
true "Weeds" form though, no one is left
off the hook by the end of the brisk halfhour. The stakes and complex character
development look to keep ramping up fot
years to come.

Read The Breeze every Monday and Thursday!
This is the job for YOU!

JMU Women's Basketball
Managers Wanted
Exciting travel, free gear, and a great atmosphere. Be
part of a terrific program!
Please contact Jess Gchowicz at $40-568-6513 or
email her at cichowjx@ijmu.edu.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson I I, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeih P. Loynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Mary H. Kratz, FNP
Sarah Hibbitts, PA.

Now Accepting Appointments
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00

2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave
Harnsonburg, VA 22801

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
The
Breeze
Mondays and Thursdays

Will giveaway $100 CASH
to one lucky person
wearing a James Mctione Jewelry T-shirt
Thursday September 6th 4 p.m.
On The Quad
Need a FREE T-Shirt rt.lt ua at 75 Conn Squrc
Downtown neit to Bank of America
Check in out at aBUionejcwelrv.coni
and join ua on
oore giveaways

For all you new JMU students... YKS THIS IS FOR REAL

www.lhebreeze.org
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Hones (or Sale

INVI SIM! NI OI'PdKH SIIVi ../*
duplex (up and down) for $160,000,
country selling. 289-5804. Doai.
Coldwell Ranker E-'unkhouMr.

c

For Rent

Is your resume looking a little
weak? "Pump It Up" by learning a
highly marketable skill for FREE
with the opportunity to earn some
great EXTRA MONEY! Enroll in
our Nationally Recognized Tax
School starting Sept 11 in Seating
is limited. Guaranteed Satisfaction!
For more info go to our website
at www.protaxschool.com or
call 1(888) 486-2668 for a Free
Recorded Message 241m
APPLY NOW! Brand new townhome
community coming to JMU seeking
part time leasing agents Must be
enthusiastic, eager to learn and
a hard worker. If you would like
to work in a rewarding and fun
environment that pays great, please
email resume to hburvan&cbcech
com

$900 - TOWNHOUSE Available 10/1
or sooner -3 Bedroom; 2.5 Bathroom;
Living/ Dining combo; Kitchen w/
diihwaaher, modem appliances;
Washer/ Dryer, small patio; small pets
considered (540) 810-2667

(For Sale]

WAITRESS NEEDED: Apply in
person at Jess's Lunch downtown
after 5 p.m.

SIX SOLID M API.K CHAIRS *
TABLE (42a60) with two leaves. SS00.
289-5M4.

COMPUTER Gateway 2000 with
WinXP. hard drive.l 5" monitor,
accessories, added memory and a
Lexmark printer GREAT CONDITION!
$200/ BO (540)421-1115

FURNITURE Good shape office chairs
(3). faux-walnut work table. 5X8 rug.
18" globe w/ oak base, audio cabinet,
5-drawer dresser (antique), etc Any
reasonable offer takes one or all (540)
432-1617

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTORS:
Harrisonburg Parks A Recreation is
looking for recreational gymnastics
«' lstructors. Classes meet Monday A
Wednesday from 2:30 till 7:30 p.m.
For information Call 433-9168
HOME HEALTH AIDS NEEDED
for all shifts. Will work around
your school schedule. Apply to
CareFree Home Health. Route 42
South. Harrisonburg, or online
www.carerreehomehealth.com or
telephone 434-9898
CHANELLOS PIZZA Phone
operator wanted Fast-paced, fun
work environment. Need a ride to
work? We will pick you up! Must
be available Fri or Sal night. Must
be able to work LATE (open until
4am) Part time available. PLEASE
DO NOT CALL STORE TO APPLY.
Call 271-0632. ask for Pat.

(Help Wanted]
WE PAY l!P FO $75 per survey
GetP3idT0Think.com
RESPONSIVE MANAGEMENT (www
responsivemanagemenl com), a wildlife/
natural resource research tirm is hiring
polite, professional, reliable telephone
interviewm. (NO SALES). Part-time
evening hours; Sunday-Saturday;
schedule vanes baaed on project. Apply
at 130 Franklin Street. (540) 432-1888

HELP WANTED "The Perfect Fiteasiest Job! Call 1-866-376-7518.
Then call Ann for Tupperware's
Opportunity1 (540) 886-6181

•BARTENDING! $250/ Day Potential
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available (800)965-6520 XT2I2

NUDE MODELS needed for an
classes. S1 2 hour Pan-time. No
experience necessary. Classes meet
M/W l:30-5pmandT/T 10:45am2:15pm and other times Contact
Sam Hunter at huntersxft^jmu edu

MATURE ATTITUDE Woelfel Research
Inc. is hiring a part time hi-iingu.il
supervisor Mature attitude required
Experience preferred, willing to train.
Hours arc 5-1 Ipm Mon.-Fri. upto40hrs
a week, make own schedule (540) 5744625

PARKING SERVICES IS NOW
HIRING for its student cadet
program. You must be a current JMU
student and be available to work for
a minimum of 12 hrs/week. Starting
pay is $7.00 per hour. Please apply
at JobLink jmu edu (540)568-3553

( Services j
STYUST Creative work at a great price1
CallElena(S40)432-SS44

VETERINARY CARE Welcome back
student*! Our veterinary team is ready
to help your pels through their new
transition Full service small animal care
and emergencies. Visit us at our Website.
Masssnunen Animal Clinic (540)434-2364

mams,
hkmsM^i

HORSE RIDING LESSONS offered Bom
uBjUHna to advice jumping. Ijnvilkv
Edem area Abo providing riding privileges
Call (540) 833-2311

10%-15% OFF

Horseback nding lessons at eiknnstabtes.
comor(S40)828-3223 for info
YOOA CLASSES offered at new
downtown studu! Bcgbmer through
advanced classes. Student rales Drop in
any lime' wwsvjhenandoahyoga.com
(540)746-8468

w/JAC

IN THE WAIMART SHOPPING CENTER OFF S. HIGH ST.

540.442.6243

LEARN TO BARTEND Fun class payment
plans flexible schedules (540)611-1202
PAUL J DUGGAN. ESQ. DW1, Reckless
D/iving, Criminal Defense (540) JMU-1810

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

MOLE HILL BIKES - Your Oan A
Specialised Bicycle Dealer since l«o
Over 200 Bikes in Stock! Great pricasg
on hikes and repair - Just minutes from
campus. Check out our website-Click on
link right of ad (540) 874-2011

14K White Gold 0.73Cts Diamond Ring
SI1—Clarityand FG-Color

This Week $2,500

Travel

'Ml of our diamotuis are graded by an on staff CIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or wuiv mcbonejetvelryxvm

JMU Spring Breafc!
; 4 & 7 night trips. Low
: prices guaranteed. Group
; discounts for 8+. Book 20
: people, get 3 free trips!
■ Campus reps needed.
; vvww.StudentCity.com or

Wclrome Baric S.uJcn..!

ABC Cat,
you haw tfUStcd for*.'

I 800-293-1445
SKYMVEI One Day First Jump from
I3J0O' GIFT CERTIFICATES! Complete
inlrrmation is on www.skydiveorangc com
(540)M3-«5<7
SPRING BREAK 2008 Sell Tnps. Earn
Cash and Go Free. Call for group discounts.
Best deals guaranteed! Info/ Reservations
UBBV

family l^eel(end (jUidt

This weekend, our family is all yours!

1

«

'

If 17,000 reasons to advertise aren't enough, then let us convince you with a few more:
■ September 28-30 is Family Weekend at JMU
■ Thousands of families will visit Harrisonburg & the surrounding area
■ Families want to know where to shop, the best places to eat, fun day trips
and where to see the local color of the Valley
■ Advertise in the Family weekend Guide and expand your reach

the

Breeze

tar __■ hfaaV. MM hwiaaasi
Fax:(540)508-7889

www.thebreeze.org
the_breeze@jmu.edu

Rates

V8
1/4
1/2
full

$79
$150
$298
$597

Call 568-6127 to reserve ad space
by
b\) Thursday, September 20
u

*Color and Premium Placemen!
rates available too

161 Tuesdoy, September 4,20071 www.Mwbr-it.ofg The Breeze
by Jeff Pickering

The Spats
1 ACCIDENTALLY PROPPED
YJOR TooTHBRUJH IN
THE TOILET. ^

*f jj, A

tme%

art

A

THAT*, NOT
A PROBLEM.
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WE'LL JUfT'AaiPeNTALLY'

I NCfTpJ

^

Puzzle*

Sudoku
5

8
4 9 7
2
8
7
2 5
3
4
5 7 9
4
5

1
3
6 2
1
3
9
6
4 8
2
9

Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
Difficulty: * * # # #
O 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman

DEF JAM POETRY

brainfreezepuzzles.com

MMMMhftdta
Poet Mosouko performs at the Def Poetry Jam, Thursday. Artists satorized on political, social, racial, and
sexual themes, stirring the audience into thought provoked laughter.

It's Where You Want to Be!

f^LeO^O^vfy SKuUA^/
TOWNHOMES

540-801-0660
www.pheasantrun.net
321 Pheasant Run Circle
Monday - Friday 10 am - 5 pm

